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Jammu & Kashmir
India’s newest union
territory presents a
showcase of its exciting
opportunities

Goa
The state is a paradise for
beach lovers. Its colonial
era architecture makes
it a unique place

Tamil Nadu
South Asia’s most industrialized
region is home to India’s largest
pool of industrial workers and
houses over 38,000 factories

Tourism
Incredible India is amongst the
world’s most appreciated tourism
destinations. The January
showcase will curate India’s best

Celebrating Diversity



THE INDIA PAVILION
has been graced by over  

650,000 people in the first  
90 days of Expo 2020 Dubai
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2021: A stellar year for  
India’s start-up ecosystem

THE YEAR GONE BY with several countries. India and Mauritius signed 
the Comprehensive Economic Cooperation and 
Partnership Agreement (CECPA) on 22 February 
2021 which entered into force on 1 April 2021. The 
CECPA is the first trade Agreement signed by India 
with a country in Africa. Negotiations are on with 
Australia, the UAE and several other countries. Such 
agreements will significantly boost India’s export 
capability and will help Indian companies gain 
foothold in key target markets globally.

The world has renewed its confidence in Indian 
capabilities. Another robust number proves this fact. 
The country registered the highest ever annual foreign 
direct investment (FDI) inflow of US$ 81.97 billion 
(provisional figure) in the financial year 2020-21. FDI 
inflows in the last seven financial years (2014-21) 
stands at US$ 440.27 billion, which is nearly 58 per 
cent of the total FDI inflow in the last 21 financial years 
(2000-2021: US$ 763.83 billion).

Inward FDI inflow in the first six months of the current 
fiscal measured US$ 31.1 billion. India’s absorptive 
capacity is significantly larger than other Asian 
peers. Recent reforms which include incentives for 
manufacturing, easier labour laws and privatisation, 

As the world celebrates another New Year, we look back  
at the twelve months of ups and downs in India’s economy

The Indian startup ecosystem 
has come of age in 2021.
Investors brought in US$ 36 
billion in twelve months.

should support long-term growth closer to our upside 
scenario of 7.5-8 per cent and could help boost FDI 
inflows to about US$ 100 billion per annum over the 
next five years. . 

India also saw a 14 per cent jump in job creation in 
the third quarter of financial year 2021-22. This surge 
in job opportunities, in Q3 2021 vs Q3 2020, was 
led by sectors like engineering, manufacturing and 
technology. 

At the India Pavilion in Dubai, we will be showcasing 
three states in the month of January – Goa, Tamil 
Nadu and the union territory of Jammu and 
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The India Pavilion at Expo 2020 
Dubai has passed another milestone 
in December by welcoming its 

650,000th guest on 28th December 2021. I 
congratulate the entire team at Dubai Expo 
for having made this possible, even as the 
world is braving its worst pandemic in a 
century.

India has emerged as the 3rd largest 
ecosystem for start-ups globally with over 
60,770 DPIIT-recognized start-ups across 
636 districts of the country as of 22nd 
December 2021. As of 29th December 2021, 

India is home to 81 unicorns with a total 
valuation of US$ 274.17 billion. Out 

of the total number of unicorns, 
44 unicorns with a total valuation 
of US$ 89.17 billion were born 
in 2021. Over the last five years, 
there has been a 900 per cent 
increase in the number of 
investors in the Indian start-up 
ecosystem and a 700 per cent 
increase in funding. 

2021 was stellar year 
for India’s start-

up ecosystem. 
Investors 

clocked US$ 
9.5 billion via 
exits out of 
which US$ 

2.5 billion 

came through initial public offerings 
alone. Another US$ 36 billion has already 
been invested in Indian start-ups till 
December 24, this year. All these numbers 
show that the Indian start-up ecosystem 
has come of age. The government is also 
pushing reforms to propel more youth to 
take up entrepreneurship. 

Despite witnessing the second year 
of COVID-induced hit to economy, the 
commerce ministry achieved several 
targets in 2021. With an eye on US$ 400 
billion annual exports milestone by end 
of this fiscal, India’s merchandise exports 
have reached 65.89 per cent of the target 
till November 2021. The cumulative value 
of exports during April-November 2021 
has been estimated at US$ 263.57 billion 
compared to US$ 174.16 billion during 
April-November 2020, which is a growth 
of 51.34 per cent.

India’s services exports remained 
relatively resilient to the pandemic which 
impacted world trade in commercial 
services in 2020. India’s share in world 
commercial services exports has 
increased from 3.5 per cent in 2019 to 4.1 
per cent in 2020, leading to improvement 
of India’s rank in leading exporters of 
commercial services from 8th to 7th in 
2020.

India is also negotiating trade agreements 
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Kashmir will be showcasing their strengths and 
opportunities. The Ministry of Tourism and the 
Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
will all showcase their best at Dubai. January 
will be an important month at the India Pavilion 
with hundreds of events being planned by the 
stakeholders. It will also be the midway mark for 
the Expo, which has been open to the world for the 
last ninety days. 

The showcase of Incredible India at Dubai will be 
a fortnight to look forward to. According to The 
World Travel and Tourism Council, tourism industry 
in India generated US$ 194 billion or 6.8 per cent 
of India’s GDP in 2019 and supported 39.80 million 
jobs. It is predicted to grow at an annual rate of 6.9 
per cent to reach US$ 460 billion by 2028 and add 
millions of job opportunities in the coming months, 
once the pandemic melts down and restrictions are 
eased.

India has approximately 63 million micro, small 
and medium enterprises. MSMEs are being 
encouraged to market their products on the 
e-commerce site, especially through Government 
e-Marketplace (GeM), owned and run by the 
government, wherefrom Ministries and public 
sector undertakings source their procurement. As 
on November 26, 2021, the GeM portal has served 
8.16 million orders worth US$ 21.38 billion from 3.1 
million registered sellers and service providers for 
55,929 buyer organisations.

At the Global Goals Week at the World Expo, 
India will showcase its achievements across the 
SDG framework. The SDG India Index 2020–21, 
developed in collaboration with the United Nations 
in India, tracks progress of all States and UTs on 
115 indicators that are aligned to MoSPI’s National 
Indicator Framework (NIF). The NITI Ayog has been 
compiling an annual report on the SDG goals every 
year since 2018. 

NITI Aayog will also rank Indian cities on the basis 
of their performance in achieving the sustainable 
development goals (SDGs) in an attempt to fuel 
competition on welfare goals such as eliminating 
hunger, reducing inequality and ensuring good 
health, well-being and access to affordable 
and clean energy. This exercise will give a more 
comprehensive picture of the initiatives in future. 

With all this and more, the world’s largest 
democracy looks forward to dazzle you at  
its one-of-a-kind pavilion at the Expo. Do  
share our exciting journey.
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TOURISM  
WEEK

31 December, 2021 - 15 January, 2022 
India is the 8th largest tourism economy  

and the 9th largest cultural and  
business travel destination in the world.
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Incredible India

TOURISM

The gesture of “namaste” and the maxim 
of “Atithi Devo Bhava” together form 
the bedrock of the cultural ethos which 
undergirds India’s US$ 200 billion tourism 
and hospitality industry. 

The Tourism and Hospitality industry is one of the 
largest service industries in India. The tourism 
sector is an integral pillar of the Make in India 

programme and plays the role of a significant economic 
multiplier. India is a large market for travel and tourism. It 
offers a diverse portfolio of niche tourism products such 
as cruises, adventure, medical, wellness, sports, MICE, 
film, rural, religious and eco-tourism. India has been 
recognized as a destination for spiritual tourism for both 
domestic and international tourists. 

Extending from its snow-covered Himalayan crown, to 
the tropical womb of rainforests in the south, India takes 
pleasure in hosting over 10 million visitors from around 
the world every year. 
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The launch of several branding and 
marketing initiatives by the Government 
of India such as ‘Incredible India!’ and 
‘Athiti Devo Bhava’ has provided a 
focused impetus to growth. The Indian 
Government has also released a fresh 
category of visa - the medical visa or 
M-visa, to encourage medical tourism in 
the country. The Government is working 
to achieve a 2 per cent share in the 
world’s international tourist arrivals by 
2025.

Tourism tends to encourage the 
development of multiple-use 
infrastructure including hotels, resorts 
& restaurants, transport infrastructure 
(aviation, roads, shipping & railways) and 
healthcare facilities. In 2020, the travel & 
tourism industry’s contribution to India’s 
GDP was US$ 121.9 billion. Driven by a 
diverse set of segments such as Rural, 
Adventure, Medical, Pilgrimage, Film and 
Ecological, the Tourism and hospitality 
industry in India is expected to record an 
annual growth rate of 10.35 per cent to 
reach US$ 512 billion by 2028.
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Despite the pandemic, FY 2020 saw an inflow of 
US$ 2.94 billion in investments in Indian tourism as 
compared to US$ 1.07 billion in FY 2019, at a growth of 
174.7 per cent.

In November 2021, India introduced a graded 
relaxation of its visa and travel restrictions for more 
categories of foreign nationals and Indian nationals. 
Post the pandemic crisis, the government plans to 
tap into regional tourism by opening doors for South 
Asian country tourists.

The travel market in India is projected to reach US$ 
125 billion by FY27 from an estimated US$ 75 billion in 
FY20. The Indian airline travel market was estimated 
at US$ 20 billion and is projected to double in size 
by FY27 due to improving airport infrastructure and 
growing access to passports. 

India ranks 3rd in WTTC Travel & Tourism Power and 
Performance ranking. India’s ranking in the Travel and 
Tourism Competitive Index (TTCI) of World Economic 
Forum moved from 52nd position in 2015 to 34th 
position in 2019.

There has been an increase in the demand for luxury 
stay among Indian consumers, due to rising consumer 
spend. In line with this, key players are expanding 
their presence to cater to this demand. 
In October 2021, firms such as Accor and Wyndham 
Hotels and Resorts announced plans to add new 

hotels and properties in India to expand footprint in 
the country.

In 2020, the Indian tourism sector accounted for 31.8 
million jobs, which was 7.3 per cent
of the total employment in the country. By 2029, it is 
expected to account for about 53 million jobs. The 
government has introduced a scheme to boost the 
tourism sector by providing a one-month free tourist 
visa to 5,00,000 tourists until March 31, 2022. An 
e-Visa facility has been offered to 171 countries as of 
March 2021.

In April 2021, the percentage share of Foreign tourist 
arrivals (FTAs) was the highest from the USA at 26.85 
per cent, followed by Bangladesh at 15.65 per cent, 
UK at 5.87 per cent and Canada at 4.27 per cent.

The Ministry of Tourism has launched the NIDHI 
portal to understand the geographical spread of 
the hospitality sector, its size, structure and existing 
capacity in the country. NIDHI will serve as a common 
data repository, enabling the Central and State 
Governments to deliver better support and services 
including policies and strategies for the tourism 
sector. 
As of December 31, 2020, 34,399 accommodation 
units have been registered on the portal.

In October 2020, the Ministry of Tourism developed 
an initiative called SAATHI (System for Assessment, 
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Awareness & Training for Hospitality Industry) by 
partnering with the Quality Council of India (QCI). The 
initiative will effectively implement guidelines/SOPs 
issued with reference to COVID-19 for safe operations 
of hotels, restaurants, B&Bs and other units.

The Ministry of Tourism has also created a policy 
for the development and promotion of caravan and 
caravan camping parks. On January 25, 2021, the 
Union Tourism and Culture Minister announced a 
plan to develop an international-level infrastructure 
in Kargil, Ladakh to promote adventure tourism and 
winter sports.

In addition, the Ministry has introduced the Incredible 
India Tourist Facilitator (IITF) and Incredible India 
Tourist Guide (IITG) Certification Programme, aimed 
at creating an online learning platform of well-trained 
tourist facilitators and guides across the country. The 
IITF concept is aimed to promote micro-tourism, i.e., 
tourism in less explored areas of the country.

The Government of India is making serious efforts to 

boost investment in the tourism sector. In the hotel 
and tourism sector, 100 per cent FDI (Foreign Direct 
Investment) is allowed through the automatic route. 
A five-year tax holiday has been offered for 2, 3 and 
4-star category hotels located around UNESCO World 
Heritage sites (except Delhi and Mumbai).

The Government is also planning to boost tourism in 
India by leveraging on the lighthouses in the country. 
71 lighthouses have been identified in India which will 
be developed as tourist spots. The lighthouses will 
feature museums, amphi-theatres, open air theatres, 
cafeterias, children’s parks, eco-friendly cottages 
and landscaping according to its capacity. India is 
often termed as the hotspot for biodiversity and its 
rich natural heritage is unparalleled in many ways. As 
of December 2020, the country comprised over 104 
national parks and 566 sanctuaries.

The Government of India has announced plans to 
develop 17 iconic tourist sites in India into world-class 
destinations. In April 2020 the Ministry of Tourism 
launched the ‘Dekho Apna Desh’ webinar to provide 
information on the many destinations and the sheer 
depth and expanse of the culture and heritage of 
Incredible India. Until July 2021, 90 webinars have 
been conducted under the series.

14.62 million jobs have been created by the tourism 
sector in the last four years. By 2030, India is expected 
to be among the top five business travel markets in 
the world.
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TELECOM  
WEEK

31 December, 2021 - 15 January, 2022 
India’s telecom industry contributes 8.2 per cent to 
the country’s GDP and employs 4 million people 

through 2.2 million direct employment opportunities 
and 1.8 million industry support jobs.
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The Present 
is Calling. The 
Future is Here. 

The Telecom industry in India is the second 
largest in the world, with over 1.2 billion 
wireless and fixed line subscribers and 

825 million internet subscribers.
India has the second-largest number of 
telephone connections in the world. 

India’s telecom industry contributes 8.2 per cent 
to the country’s GDP and employs 4 million 
people through 2.2 million direct employment 
opportunities and 1.8 million industry support 
jobs.
Telecom is India’s 3rd largest sector in terms of 
FDI inflows, contributing 7.1 per cent to the total 
FDI inflow. The sector enjoys 100 per cent FDI, 
wherein up to 49 per cent is allowed through 
the automatic route and beyond 49 per cent 
under the government route.

India is the 2nd largest mobile market and 
the fastest growing app market in the world, 
having registered the highest data usage per 
smartphone, globally. India’s Global Mobile 
DataTraffic per smartphone contribution is 
nearly 14.5 GB per smartphone per month.

India is on its way to becoming the 
second-largest smartphone market 
globally, by 2025, with around 1 billion 
installed devices and 920 million 
unique mobile subscribers.

TELECOM As per GSMA, India is on its way to becoming the 
second-largest smartphone market globally by 
2025 with around 1 billion installed devices and 
is expected to have 920 million unique mobile 
subscribers by 2025 which will include 88 million 5G 
connections.

The rise in mobile phone penetration is expected to 
add 400 million additional smartphone users and 
500 million new internet users in India by 2025, 
creating immense opportunities for new global 
companies.

With an average of 29,000 new towers being built 
per year over the last thirteen years, the industry 
has witnessed exponential growth primarily driven 
by affordable tariffs, wider availability, roll-out 
of Mobile Number Portability (MNP), expanding 
3G and 4G coverage, evolving consumption 
patterns of subscribers and a conducive regulatory 
environment.

The Telecommunications industry is divided into 
following subsectors: Infrastructure, Equipment, 
Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MNVO), White 

Space Spectrum, 5G, Telephone service providers 
and Broadband.

It is estimated that 5G technology will contribute 
approximately US$ 450 billion to the Indian 
Economy in the period of 2023-2040.
Digital India is expected to be an economy worth 
US$ 1.3 trillion by 2025.

The Government has emphasized bolstering India’s 
domestic telecom manufacturing capacity. Efforts 
are also underway to develop a foundational 
network for 5G technology deployment in India. 
5G Spectrum Trials are being conducted in India 
to ensure proliferation of 5G technology across the 
country. 

The teledensity of the largely untapped rural market 
has increased from 39 per cent to 59.48 per cent 
while the overall teledensity of India has reached 
87.26 per cent. 

The DoT is targeting a combination of 100 per cent 
broadband connectivity in the villages, 55 per cent 
fiberisation of mobile towers, average broadband 
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speeds of 25 mbps and 3 million kms of optic fibre 
rollouts by December 2022. By December 2024, it is 
looking at 70 per cent fiberization of towers, average 
broadband speeds of 50 Mbps and 5 million kms of 
optic fibre rollouts at a pan-India level.

The Union Cabinet has given its approval to introduce 
the Production-Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme in the 
Telecom & Networking Products sector, under the 
Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan (Drive to make India 
self-reliant), for enhancing India’s manufacturing 
capabilities and exports. The PLI scheme is expected 
to attract large investments from global players 
and help domestic companies seize the emerging 
opportunities and become big players in the export 
market.

The Bharatnet project is a flagship mission 

implemented by Bharat Broadband Network Ltd. 
(BBNL) and the world’s largest rural broadband 
connectivity programme using Optical fibre. 

BBNL is a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) set up by 
the Government of India under the Companies Act, 
1956 with an authorized capital of US$ 138.8 million. 

It is a highly scalable network infrastructure 
accessible on a non-discriminatory basis, to provide 
on demand, affordable broadband connectivity of 2 
Mbps to 20 Mbps for all households and on demand 
capacity to all institutions, to realise the vision of 
Digital India, in partnership with States and the private 
sector. 

The Bharatnet project is being implemented by the 
Department of Telecommunication under the Ministry 
of Communications.

Also known as the National Optical Fibre Network, the 
Bharatnet project was envisaged as an information 
superhighway through the creation of a robust 
middle-mile infrastructure for reaching broadband 
connectivity to Gram Panchayats. 

In 2019, the Ministry of Communications also launched 
the ‘National Broadband Mission’ to facilitate universal 
and equitable access to broadband services across 
the country.
Funded by Universal service Obligation Fund (USOF), 
which was set up for improving telecom services in 
rural and remote areas of the country, the project aims 
to facilitate the delivery of e-governance, e-health, 
e-education, e-banking, Internet and other services to 
rural India.

The first phase involved providing 1,00,000 gram 

panchayats with broadband connectivity by laying 
underground Optic Fibre Cable (OFC) lines by 
December 2017.

The second phase aimed to provide connectivity to all 
the gram panchayats in the country using an optimal 
mix of underground fibre, fibre over power lines, radio 
and satellite media by March 2019. In the third phase, 
scheduled to be completed by 2023, a state-of-the-
art, future-proof network, including fibre optic cables 
between districts and blocks, with ring topology to 
provide redundancy, has been planned to be created.

The project will be extended to all inhabited villages 
beyond the gram panchayats in 16 States such as 
Kerala, Karnataka, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, 
Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 
West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, 
Tripura, Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh.
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MICRO, SMALL 
& MEDIUM  

ENTERPRISES
16 - 26 January, 2022 

MSMEs in India comprise over a quarter of its GDP 
and account for almost half of its total exports.
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Small 
Businesses. 
Big Dreams. 

MSMEs

India has approximately 63 
million MSMEs. 94.34 per cent of 
the MSME sector in the country 
consists of micro enterprises. 

India, the fastest growing economy in the world, has 
grown at a phenomenal rate to sextuple in less than 
two decades. This fifth-largest economy in the world 
intends to transform into a US$ 5 trillion economy by 
2025. India’s Micro Small and Medium Enterprises 
(MSMEs) sector is an important driving force that will 
propel the country towards its US$ 5 trillion target. 

The MSME sector is a major contributor to the socio-
economic development of the country and contributes 
immensely to the country’s GDP and exports. The 
share of MSME Gross Value Added (GVA) in All India 
Gross Domestic Product at current prices (2011-12) for 
the year 2018-19 and 2019-20 stood at 30.5 per cent 
and 30.0 per cent respectively.

The sector has led to the growth of entrepreneurship 
development in India, especially in semi-urban and 
rural areas of the nation.

Enterprising Endeavours
India has approximately 63 million MSMEs.The 
registration of MSMEs in the country is handled 

by its Udyam portal. Registered micro-enterprises 
stood at 5,441,220 (94.34per cent), followed by small 
enterprises at 293,555 (5.09 per cent) and midsized 
enterprises at 32,959 (0.57 per cent). As of November 
26, 2021, under the top five state-wise Udyam 
registrations, Maharashtra recorded the maximum 
number of registrations with 1.2 million units, followed 
by Tamil Nadu (0.6 million units), Gujarat (0.48 
million units), Rajasthan (0.46 million units) and Uttar 
Pradesh (0.44 million units). The new online system 
of MSME/Udyam Registration launched by the Union 
MSME Ministry, w.e.f. July 01, 2020, successfully 
registered >5.7 million MSMEs until November 2021. 

The Bombay Stock Exchange SME (small and medium 
enterprises) platform is expected to witness over 
60 SMEs enter the market in one year (2021-22) to 
bring up equity funds for meeting their business 
requirements. The initial public offering (IPO) route 
saw 16 SMEs enter the market with US$ 13.74 million 
in 2020. In June 2021, the Bombay Stock Exchange 
(BSE) announced that it has collaborated with the 
Electronics and Computer Software Export Promotion 

Council (ESC) to build awareness among small 
businesses and start-ups about the advantages of 
listing.

MSMEs are being encouraged to market their 
products on the e-commerce site, especially through 
Government e-Marketplace (GeM), owned and 
run by the government, wherefrom Ministries and 
PSUs (public sector undertakings) source their 
procurement. As of November 26, 2021, the GeM 
portal has served 8.16 million orders worth US$ 21.38 
billion from 3.1 million registered sellers and service 
providers for 55,929 buyer organisations.

The Indian Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
(MSMEs) are rapidly adopting digital payments 
over cash, with 72 per cent payments done through 
the digital mode compared with 28 per cent cash 
transactions. The rise in nationwide digital adoption 
presents prospects for further growth in the sector.

MSMEs in India
According to the provisions of Micro, Small & Medium 
Enterprises Development (MSMED) Act, 2006 the 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) 
are classified into two classes i.e., Manufacturing 
Enterprises and Service Enterprises. The enterprises 
are further categorized based on investment in 
equipment and annual turnover.
 
For Service Enterprises, the micro, small and medium 
enterprises are classified as such: micro enterprises 
consist of business entities with a turnover of US$ 0.6 
million, with investment less than US$ 0.01 million; 
small enterprises consist of business entities with a 
turnover of US$ 6.8 million, with investment more than 
US$ 0.01 million but less than US$ 0.3 million; and 
medium enterprises consist of business entities with a 
turnover of US$ 34 million, with investment more than 
US$ 0.3 million but less than US$ 0.6 million. 
 
For Manufacturing Enterprises, the micro, small and 
medium enterprises are classified as such: micro 
enterprises consist of business entities with a turnover 
of US$ 0.6 million, with investment less than US$ 0.03 
million; small enterprises consist of business entities 
with a turnover of US$ 6.8 million, with investment 
more than US$ 0.03 million but less than US$ 0.6 
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million; and medium enterprises consist of business 
entities with a turnover of US$ 34 million, with 
investment more than US$ 0.6 million but less than 
US$ 1.4 million.

MSME Ministry has four statutory bodies namely, 
Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) who 
is responsible for promoting and developing khadi 
and village industries for providing employment 
opportunities in rural areas, Coir Board in charge of 
promoting overall development of the coir industry 
and improving living conditions of workers in this 
industry, National Small Industries Corporation 
Limited (NSIC) responsible for promoting, aiding and 
fostering growth of micro and small enterprises in 
the country, generally on commercial basis, National 
Institute for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, in-
charge of enterprise promotion and entrepreneurship 
development and lastly, Mahatma Gandhi Institute 
for Rural Industrialisation (MGIRI) responsible for 
accelerating rural industrialisation for sustainable 
village economy, attracting professionals and experts 

to Gram Swaraj, empowering traditional artisans 
and encouraging innovation through pilot study/
field trials and R&D for alternative technology using 
local resources. New online system of MSME/Udyam 
Registration launched by the Union MSME Ministry, 
w.e.f. July 01, 2020, successfully registered over 1.1 
million MSMEs until November 2020. In June 2021, 
the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
extended the validity of the Udyog Aadhaar 
Memorandum from March 31, 2021, to December 31, 
2021.

Fortune Favours the Brave. India Favours the 
Enterprising
The Government of India has designed a number of 
policies for the growth of MSMEs in the country. The 
Ministry of MSME runs numerous schemes targeted 
at providing credit and financial assistance, skill 
development training, infrastructure development, 
marketing assistance, technological and quality 
upgradation and other services for MSMEs across the 
country.

In November 2021, the Ministry of Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterprises launched SAMBHAV, a national-
level awareness programme to push economic 
growth by promoting entrepreneurship and domestic 
manufacturing. 

In the Union Budget 2021, the government had 
announced funds worth US$ 1.36 billion for the 
‘Guarantee Emergency Credit Line’ (GECL) facility 
to eligible MSME borrowers, giving a major boost 
to the sector. Budget allocation for MSMEs in FY22 
more than doubled to US$ 2.14 billion vis-à-vis US$ 
1.03 billion in FY21. The government also announced 
US$ 40.85 billion collateral-free automatic loans for 
businesses operating in the MSME sector. 

In November 2021, the Indian government launched 
the Special Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme 
(SCLCSS) for the services sector. This scheme will 
help enterprises in the services sector meet various 
technology requirements.

September 2021 witnessed the introduction of ‘India 

Export Initiative’ and ‘IndiaXports 2021 Portal’. This 
initiative will help exports reach its US$ 400 billion 
targets by the end of FY22 and further push it to US$ 1 
trillion by FY27.
 
Jumping On the MSME Bandwagon
The MSME sector has demonstrated an ever-
increasing relevance in the Indian economy. The 
increased involvement of global corporate giants in 
India’s MSME scenario is an effective indicator of this 
fact. Some developments in this regard are as follows:

In November 2021, the Small Industries Development 
Bank of India (SIDBI) inked a pact with Google to 
pilot social impact lending with financial assistance 
up to US$ 133,939.60 at subsidised interest rates to 
microenterprises. To reinvigorate the Indian MSME 
sector, Google India Pvt. Ltd. will bring a corpus 
of US$ 15 million for micro enterprises as a crisis 
response related to COVID-19.

In November 2021, digital freight forwarder 
Freightwalla launched a shipment tracking service for 
MSME exporters and importers based on predictive 
analytics to help businesses tackle risks associated 
with shipment delays and improve supply chain 
efficiency.

In September 2021, Walmart and Flipkart announced 
the completion of the first phase of training of 
over 2,500 MSMEs under Vriddhi, the supplier 
development programme. In the same month, Flipkart 
also introduced ‘Flipkart Boost’ to help digital-first 
consumer brands and empower MSMEs.

In August 2021, Facebook India, in collaboration with 
Indifi, announced the ‘Small Business Loans Initiative’, 
a new programme to support small and medium 
businesses (SMBs) get quick access to credit via 
independent lending partners.

The Government of India has envisioned doubling 
the Indian economy to US$ 5 trillion in five years. 
In order to achieve this goal, career opportunities 
for the young population have been generated 
and MSMEs have the potential to serve as a key 
employment generator. Consequently, the government 
has taken up the promotion of MSMEs in order to 
create new jobs in the sector and attract investments 
Furthermore, the government aims to enhance 
MSME’s share in exports and its contribution to GDP. 
India’s MSME sector is a fertile ground for meaningful 
investments through which global players may 
become a part of the fastest-growing economy in the 
world, well on its way to becoming a US$ 5 trillion 
economy in the near future. 
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JAMMU &  
KASHMIR

03 - 13 January, 2022 
A ‘Paradise on Earth’, with a sense of rhythm permeating  

in its fabric, Kashmir is a land that celebrates life.
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Whether it is the rustle of the Pheran 
or the warmth of the Kangiri, 
whether it is the steaming Samovar 

perched atop the low-lying coffee table or 
the delightful sip of Kahwa that soothes one’s 
soul, the distinct sights and sounds of Kashmir 
exude a sense of homeliness that engulfs the 
visitor with a feeling of familiarity and ease.

Ruled by a number of diverse groups down 
the ages, Kashmir’s rich history is reflected 
in its Kashmiriyat - the spirit of a syncretic 
culture wherein the festivals, language, cuisine 
and clothing in the Kashmir Valley become 
a shared heritage of the people inhabiting 
its lands, irrespective of ethno-religious 
differences. The principal spoken languages 
in the region are Kashmiri, Urdu, Dogri, 
Pahari, Balti, Ladakhi, Gojri, Shina and Pashto. 

Kashmir is a land that celebrates life. Whether 
it is the spiritual swaying of the Dumhal or 
the merry steps of the Rouf, the spectacular 
theatricals of Bhand Pather or the frivolity 
of the Bachha Nagma, a sense of rhythm 
permeates in the fabric of Kashmiri life.
Kashmir, a land of rich history, is also the 
land that produced historical gems like 
Rajtarangini. Its writer, Kalhana is arguably 
one of the first Indian historians to have 
systematically recorded the history of India’s 
lands.

Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) is a Union 
Territory (UT) of India, located in the country’s 
Himalayan region. A global tourist destination 
with an average altitude between 500 to 3500 
metres above sea level, Jammu & Kashmir 
is endowed with ample natural resources 

JAMMU & KASHMIR

India’s Crown Jewel

Cradled in the lap of the majestic Himalayas, Jammu & Kashmir, with its 
snow-capped peaks, rolling hills, lush green carpet of conifers and 
pristine lakes has rightly been described as a ‘Paradise on Earth”. 
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of new land laws to allow land to be transferred 
for the benefit of an individual or institution for 
the promotion of healthcare or senior secondary 
or higher or specialised education. In January 
2021, the Cabinet Committee of Economic Affairs 
(CCEA) approved a new scheme for the industrial 
development for the UT of Jammu and Kashmir with 
a total outlay of US$ 3,918 million up to 2037. In April 
2021, the government of Jammu & Kashmir signed 
456 memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with 
various firms for a potential investment worth US$ 
3.17 billion.

Total exports from J&K stood at US$ 188.18 million 
in 2019-20. In FY21, exports from J&K stood at US$ 
159.64 million. Exports from Jammu and Kashmir 

including soil, water diversity, topography, climatic 
condition and rich natural flora facilitating the 
cultivation of a wide range of flowers.

Jammu & Kashmir shares its international border 
with Pakistan. The UT lies in the Greater-Himalayan 
ranges and is enclosed with mountains and valleys. 
Chenab, Jhelum and Ravi are the major rivers that 
flow through it.

Provisions for the formation of the union territory 
of Jammu and Kashmir were contained within the 
Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019, 
which was passed by both houses of the Parliament 
of India in August 2019. The act re-constituted the 
former state of Jammu and Kashmir into two union 
territories, Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh, with effect 
from 31 October 2019.

include Dry Fruits, Apples & Cherries, Woollen 
Garments, Jewellery, Handicrafts and Sporting 
Goods.

J&K is well-connected with an international airport 
in Srinagar and a domestic airport in Jammu. 
The UT is home to about 57 industrial estates. 
As of April 2021, J&K had a total installed power 
generation capacity of 3482.11 MW, comprising 
1866.08 MW under central utilities, 1535.98 MW 
(UT utilities) and 80.05 MW (private utilities).

A strategic location, business-friendly policies and 
high-quality labour go into making Jammu  
& Kashmir a lucrative investment destination.

Jammu and Kashmir’s economy is primarily 
services-based and agriculture-oriented. Over 70 
per cent of J&K’s population is in the working-age 
group of 15-59 years. Horticulture and tourism are 
some of Jammu & Kashmir’s important sectors set 
to witness immense growth in the future. The Gross 
State Domestic Product (GSDP) increased at a 
CAGR of 8.51 per cent between 2015-16 and 2020-21 
to reach US$ 24.28 billion.

According to the Department for Promotion of 
Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), cumulative 
FDI inflow in J&K was valued at US$ 0.21 million 
between October 2019 and March 2021. The J&K 
government has an industrial policy that offers 
attractive incentives along with a single-window 
clearance mechanism. On October 27, 2020, the 
Indian government approved Jammu and Kashmir 
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Of Fruits & Flowers

HORTICULTURE & 
FLORICULTURE

The cool Himalayan climes of Jammu 
& Kashmir, coupled with rolling 
meadows and fertile stretches 

of land make it an ideal destination for 
horticulture and floriculture. Naturally, the 
J&K is renowned for its strong horticulture 
and vibrant floriculture sectors. Jammu and 
Kashmir is the largest producer of apples, 
walnuts and cherries in India. The sector 
contributes immensely to sustaining the 
economy of J&K through poverty alleviation, 
employment generation and forms a core 
sector of Jammu and Kashmir agriculture. 
The horticultural products of J&K have 
earned worldwide fame because of their 
good quality and taste. The fruit crops 
grown in the region are apple, almonds, 
walnuts, pears, cherries and apricots in 
temperate areas and mango, citrus, litchi, 
papaya, guava etc. in subtropical areas. 
The production of 1,83,000 metric tonnes 
in 1972-73 has risen to the level of 2.5 
million metric tonnes during 2015-16. Total 
production of horticulture crops in UT 
in 2018-19** stood at 3.96 million tonnes 
with 414.47 thousand hectares area under 
production. In 2019-20, the total production 

Jammu and Kashmir is India’s largest 
producer of apples, walnuts and cherries.

of horticulture crops in the state was 
expected to be 3,912.91 thousand metric 
tonnes and the area under production 
was 400.25 thousand hectares. In 2019-
20, the total production of vegetables and 
fruits in the state was estimated at 1337.12 
thousand metric tonnes and 2541.16 
thousand metric tonnes, respectively.

The livelihood of a majority of the 
population of Jammu & Kashmir 
revolves around the agriculture and 
allied sectors. These sectors constitute 
the mainstay of the JK’s economy and 
contribute nearly 50 per cent to Gross 
State Domestic Product (GSDP). Over 70 
per cent of the population of more than 
12 million depends directly or indirectly 
on agriculture and its allied sectors. 
Horticulture and floriculture are two areas 
in which Jammu & Kashmir has a distinct 
competitive edge as compared to other 
parts of India.

A Fertile Ground
Kashmir is renowned the world over 
for its saffron. Known as the “world’s 
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most expensive spice”, it can fetch up to US$ 3500 
per kilogram. One of the reasons for the hefty price 
tag is the labour-intensive cultivation that the spice 
demands - around 25,000 stigmas of saffron crocus 
are required to produce a pound of saffron. This 
means that one needs to remove the stigma by hand 
from 75,000 flowers. Furthermore, Kashmiri Saffron 
has longer stigmas and thicker heads when compared 
to the other types owing to Kashmir’s unique climate 
and soil. It is then, no wonder that Kashmiri Saffron is 
one of the most prized spices on the planet. Kashmir 
is considered one of the top three regions in the world 
for saffron cultivation. The distinct lacustrine deposits 
in Kashmir, known as the karewa formation, is a 
crucial factor behind the production of saffron in the 
region.

 2020 witnessed a bumper crop of saffron harvests 
in Kashmir. With an annual production of 13.2 metric 
tons of saffron at the end of 2020, Kashmir recorded 
the highest yield of saffron in a decade. Besides 
optimal climatic conditions, the success can largely 
be attributed to the National Mission on Saffron - the 
union government scheme launched in 2010 with the 
target to increase saffron cultivation. The granting of a 
Geographical Indication ( GI ) Tag to Kashmiri Saffron 

has also been of great help to its success in the 
international markets.

Jammu & Kashmir is the largest producer of apples in 
India, accounting for 75 per cent of the country’s total 
production. According to government figures, Kashmir 
exports around 20,00,000 metric tons of apples 
every year. As per the horticulture census 1999-2000, 
about 55 per cent of the area is covered under apple 
cultivation.

Jammu and Kashmir is also the largest producer of 
walnuts in India. It contributes to more than 98 per 
cent of the country’s total walnut production, with 
a production of around 2,60,000 metric tonnes on 
89,000 hectares of land. J&K has been declared as an 
Agri Export Zone for apples and walnuts.

The Union territory of Jammu and Kashmir produces 
more than 95 per cent of the total country’s 
production of commercial varieties of cherries. It 
produces four varieties of cherry — Double, Makhmali, 
Mishri and Italy.

The horticulture sector also provides jobs to other 
related trades such as fertilizer, pesticides, agriculture 

machinery, traders and processing of fruits, etc. 
The Department of Horticulture Planning and 
Marketing provides timely market feedback and 
guides the fruit growers in marketing and handling 
post-harvest operation activities in order to face 
the market challenges. Introduction of improved 
varieties, mechanization, the establishment of fruit 
mandies, technological support, research and 
publicity initiatives are some of the initiatives taken 
by the government that has led to the growth of the 
horticultural sector in Jammu and Kashmir.

 Realizing the importance of the Horticulture sector 
in the UT of Jammu and Kashmir, the Horticulture 
Department has recently been separated from 
Agriculture Production Departmental at the 
Secretariat level. A separate full flagged Department 
of Horticulture is being established in order to give 
focused attention to the horticulture sector. The 
Department is presently utilizing the services of some 
officers of the Agriculture Department from Planning, 
Finance and Legal side for its smooth functioning till 
the required numbers of officers are provided.

Where Businesses Blossom
Kashmir has been referred to as the paradise on earth 
owing to its natural beauty. This has brought the 
valley a historical garden tradition and has undergone 

many changes through the ages, mainly influenced by 
different cultures, religions and rulers during various 
periods. Kashmir’s floral beauty is reflected in its 
chinars, deodars, lilies and tulips. Recognizing the 
immense floral wealth of the region, an independent 
department of Gardens, Parks and Floriculture (now 
the Department of Floriculture) was created by the 
State Government in 1969.

The Floriculture Department has diversified its 
activities towards growing flowers on a commercial 
scale. Additionally, the popularity of cut flowers and 
other floriculture products outside the region has led 
to a spurt of independent growers and florists. During 
the summer months, there is a shortage of cut flowers 
in other parts of the country and the flowers produced 
in the valley supplied in distant markets, particularly 
the Delhi market, fetch premium prices. Thus, main 
crops like gladiolus, irises, lilies, tulips, carnations, 
roses and gerberas are being cultivated as an income-
generating activity.

Besides flowers, turf grasses from the valley are also 
in great demand. Rising income levels in other parts 
of India, coupled with a slew of national highway 
projects and smart city projects have sustained the 
demand for ornamental flora, a large portion of which 
can be met by Kashmir’s floriculture industry.
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Hand in 
Hand With 
the Craft

Handmade products from Kashmir are 
exported all over India and other parts 
of the world. Kashmiri handicrafts 

eliminated financial crises among those people 
who are affected with physical disabilities. 
Kashmiri Handicrafts is the second largest 
industry after horticulture in the Kashmir Valley. 
Srinagar, Ganderbal, and Budgam are the main 
districts in central Kashmir that have been 
making handicrafts products for ages.

The artistry of Kashmir with Palkis, bedsheets, 
trunks, inkstands, boxes, and spoons was 
famous all over India, furthermore, shawl 
making has been exceptional. Textiles, shawls, 
carpets and rugs, crewel embroidery, phoolkari, 
silverware, woodwork and paper-mâché 
products are some notable areas in which 

HANDLOOMS & 
HANDICRAFTS

J&K is famous for its small-
scale and cottage industries 
such as carpet weaving, 
silks, shawls, basketry, 
pottery, copper and 
silverware, papier-mâché 
and walnut wood.

the craftsmen from Kashmir have attained 
unmatched artistry

Jammu & Kashmir is one of the prominent 
locations for handloom and handicrafts products. 
It is home to the world’s finest Bivoltine silk and 
Pashmina wool. The handloom sector employs 
about 43,000 weavers across the UT. Kashmir 
is the leading producer of wool in India. Various 
kinds of shawls, carpets, and rugs are the 
popular textile materials of Kashmir.

Kashmiri papier-mâché is a craft that is said 
to have been brought by Saint Mir Sayyid Ali 
Hamadani from Persia in the 14th century to 
medieval India. It is based primarily on paper 
pulp, and is a richly decorated, colourful artefact; 
generally in the form of vases, bowls, or cups 

(with and without metal rims), boxes, trays, 
bases of lamps, and many other small objects.

Kashmir walnut wood carving is the craft of 
fine wood carving that has reached a level of 
perfection in the Valley. Kashmir is one of a 
few places in the country with an abundance 
of walnut trees and the expertise of Kashmiri 
craftsmen has expertly exploited the Juglans 
regia to make exquisite wooden articles ranging 
from coffee tables to jewellery boxes.

Woven With Warmth
Kashmir is known all over the world for its fine 
shawls and carpets. The exquisite fabric of 
Kashmiri shawls is woven with the warp and weft 
of tradition and luxury. Kashmiri shawls became 
a toponym for the Kashmir region itself (as 

cashmere), inspiring mass-produced imitation 
industries in India and Europe. The shawls made 
in Kashmir occupy a pre-eminent place among 
textile products.

The Kashmir shawl is a type of shawl distinctive 
for its Kashmiri weave and is traditionally made 
of shahtoosh or pashmina wool. Known for its 
warmth, lightweight and characteristic buta 
design, the Kashmir shawl was originally used 
by Mughal royalty and nobility. In the late 18th 
century, it arrived in Europe, where its use 
by Queen Victoria and Empress Joséphine 
popularised it as a symbol of exotic luxury and 
status. The Kashmir shawl is characterized 
by the elaboration of its design, in which the 
“cone” pattern is a prominent feature, and by the 
glowing harmony, brilliance, depth, and enduring 
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qualities of its colours.

Kani shawl is another type of Kashmiri 
shawl originating from the Kanihama 
area of Kashmir. It is one of the oldest 
handicrafts in Kashmir. This craft has been 
a part of the valley since the time of the 
Mughals.

Thought to have originated from the 
villages of Central Asia and brought to 
Kashmir through caravans, the art of carpet 
weaving has become a staple source 
of employment among its inhabitants. 
Kashmir produces several varieties of 
handmade, hand-knotted floor coverings 
items such as carpets and rugs.

Namda, a traditional Kashmiri carpet, 
is produced by felting wool instead of 
weaving. Many layers of wool are mingled 
together then the rug is decorated 
with chain stitch Aari embroidery with 
contrasting dyed threads.

Wagoo is a Kashmiri mat made of reeds 
made by hand-knotting. Wagoo is a part of 
Kashmiri culture and heritage. Wagoo often 
finds a place 
in numerous households of the Kashmir 
Valley.

Embroidery is an integral part of many 
Kashmiri handicrafts, shawls, carpets and 
Kashmiri ladies pheran are adorned with 
intricate embroideries or flower styles 
made of thin metal threads and this kind 
of embroidery is known as ‘Tille’ in the 
Kashmiri language. Embroidery work 
is done by both men and women in the 
region.

J&K SIDCO is the nodal agency for 
the promotion and development of 
medium- and large-scale industries. The 
Handicrafts industry has been receiving 
priority attention from the Government 
in view of its large employment base and 
exports potential. In October 2020, the J&K 
government signed an MoU with Flipkart 
to provide an online platform to showcase 
and encourage local artisans, craftsmen 
and weavers to meet clients worldwide. 

This is a significant step towards fostering 
the rural economy and boosting sales of 
authentic exotic handicraft and handloom 
products and seeking new destinations 
for niche handmade Jammu and Kashmir 
products.

Wielding the Willow
Kashmir and cricket go hand in hand. 
The valley has long been known for its 
high-quality cricket bats. Its willow bats 
are popular across the world for their 
quality and durability. While Kashmiri 
willow fetches profits lesser than the 
English willow, the cost advantage of the 
Kashmiri bats guarantees that the region 
remains the second-largest exporter of 
cricket bats in the world, just behind the 
UK, the birthplace of cricket. The immense 
cost-competitiveness of cricket bats from 
Kashmir is seen in the fact that a cricket 
bat made from an English Willow cost 
about 10 times more than one made out of 
Kashmir Willow.

The Kashmir Valley produces over 
30,00,000 cricket bats every year. Some of 
the districts where these bats are made 
in Kashmir are Anantnag, Baramulla, and 
Pahalgam. Cricket bats from Kashmir have 
been used by cricketing icons like Viv 
Richards and Sachin Tendulkar. Needless 
to say, Kashmir bats on the front foot when 
it comes to cricket bats.

The government is said to be in the process 
of bringing cricket bats made with Kashmir 
willows under Geographical Indication (GI) 
tagging in order to preserve this traditional 
heritage and promote the bat industry in 
the Valley.

More than 200 bat-making factories 
currently operate in Kashmir and support 
the livelihood of thousands of people in 
the region. The Kashmir willow bats are 
usually priced at US$ 45 as against the 
English willow bats that fetch US$ 450 per 
bat in international markets. Once GI status 
is accorded to Kashmir’s willow bats, the 
local craftsmen will be able to make the 
money they deserve. The push for a GI 
Station will go a long way in batting for 
Kashmir’s bats.
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Enter the Gates of 
Paradise on Earth

Kashmir is indeed a Paradise on Earth. 
Whether it is the carpet of lush green 
meadows spread at the foot of its 

majestic mountains or the lilt of the shimmering 
stars crowning the night sky, whether it is 
the timeless beauty of its placid lakes or the 
ephemeral elegance of autumnal Chinar leaves, 
the Paradise on Earth has a searing beauty that 
burns into the very Being of the Beholder.

It is only natural that people pay homage to 
the beauty of this land by paying a visit year 
after year. Consequently, tourism has been 
blossoming in Jammu and Kashmir for a 
long time. Its natural beauty and picturesque 
locations have made it a favoured destination 
for tourists across the world. Jammu with its 
famous temples and Kashmir with its lakes and 
gardens make for a veritable pilgrimage site for 

tourists who seek this beautiful land to satiate 
the wanderlust in them.

Jammu and Kashmir is not only a great tourist 
destination owing to the unmatched natural 
beauty of its place and the legendary hospitality 
of its people, it is also a sought after destination 
owing to the great variety of the kinds of tourism 
experiences that it offers. Religious tourism, eco-
tourism, adventure tourism, village tourism - you 
name it - J&K has them all.

Religious shrines have dotted the land of 
Jammu & Kashmir for ages. The UT abounds 
in important pilgrimage sites for people of all 
religions, whether they are Hindus, Muslims 
or Buddhists. Amarnath Cave, Vaishno Devi, 
Hazratabal Shrine, Raghunath Temple, Jamia 
Masjid and the ruins of the Martand Sun Temple 

TOURISM

Kashmir is not just a place to be visited but a phenomenon to 
be experienced; its natural beauty amplified by teeming flora 

and fauna, some of which are found nowhere else in the world.
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are some of the most visited religious sites 
in Jammu and Kashmir. While some visit the 
religious sites in the region to seek solace, others 
throng to marvel at the architectural beauty 
of these monumental structures where the 
devotees have presented their offerings to the 
Deity by constructing these religious structures 
as an ode to the Divine. J&K has done a fantastic 
job of respecting and preserving its religious 
shrines - the Vaishno Devi Temple in Katra, 
Jammu, which is visited by over 8 million pilgrims 
every year, has been named as the Cleanest 
Religious Place in the country.

Dras is the second coldest inhabited place on 
earth. It is also the coldest inhabited place in 
India, with temperatures reaching as low as 
-45°C. Wular Lake in the region is one of the 
largest freshwater lakes in Asia. The natural 
beauty of Jammu and Kashmir is amplified 
manifold by the teeming flora and fauna in the 
region, some of which are found nowhere else 
in the world. This makes it one of the most 
sought after ecotourism destinations in the 
country. The beautiful sanctuaries of Jammu 
and Kashmir reward the nature lover with views 
of diverse topography as well as those of the 
rarest species of wildlife. The floral and faunal 
wealth of Jammu and Kashmir is protected in the 
numerous national parks and wildlife sanctuaries. 
Dachigam National Park, Gulmarg Biosphere 
Reserve, Kishtwar High Altitude National Park 

and Overa National Park are some of the most 
visited ecotourism destinations in the region. 
A lucky few may catch a glimpse of the hangul 
(Kashmiri stag), the Himalayan black bear, musk 
deer, and rare Himalayan birds while visiting these 
places. 

The hospitality of the Kashmiris is legendary, to 
say the least. It has been said that Kashmir is not 
just a place to be visited but a phenomenon to be 
experienced. Its arts and crafts bear a testament 
to its rich history and syncretic culture and have 
a distinct flavour of Kashmiriyat, the aftertaste 
of which lingers on long after one has visited the 
place. 

Kashmiris are known the world over for their 
handicrafts. There is much Persian influence in 
the floral designs that are typical of Kashmiri 
art. Engaging on a shopping spree in Kashmir, 
one’s experience isn’t that of a consumer buying 
products, but rather that of a fellow human being 
beholding a piece of history and culture - and 
when one returns home with a bagful of Kashmiri 
handicrafts, one recollects with glee at having 
smuggled the very gems from the Paradise on 
Earth.

The festivals of J&K exemplify the ‘unity in diversity 
that resides in the fabric of the Indian nation. 
Nothing brings the different communities in the 
region together as celebrations do. Jammu & 
Kashmir resonates with infectious joy during the 
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times of Baisakhi, Eid-ul-Fitr and Lohri, festivals 
in which members of different communities find 
a time to cast aside all their worries and partake 
in the celebration of life.

The irresistible delicacies of Jammu & Kashmir, 
served in a platter of its legendary hospitality, 
tantalize and tickle one’s taste buds and often 
leave the visitor asking for more. 
Whether it is the sumptuous treat of the 
Wazwan or the delicate delight of the Kahwah, 
the cuisines of Kashmir offer a gastronomic 
experience that one simply cannot afford to 
miss. Jammu cuisine is predominantly vegetarian 
since the land is more fertile than the highlands 
of Kashmir. When in Jammu, visitors can sample 
dishes like morel yakhani (a rare mushroom), 
rajma ka madra, khatta meat, kachaloo chat and 
auria, among other delicacies. Kashmir serves 
up a rich non-vegetarian platter of seekh kabab, 
tabakh maaz (fried lamb ribs), methi maaz, rogan 
josh, Kashmiri pulao and palak nadir.

Srinagar, Gulmarg, Sonamarg and Pahalgam are 
some of the most visited destinations in Kashmir. 
The delightful sights of the well-tended Mughal 
Gardens and the pristine Dal & Nigeen Lakes 
have led to Srinagar being known as the “Land of 
Gardens and Lakes.” Srinagar is also home to the 
revered Hazratbal Shrine with its iconic relic the 
Moi-e-Muqaddas and the Shankaracharya Hill, 
atop which one can catch the breathtaking view 
of the Dal Lake and the Jhelum river. Grocery 
shopping in the floating vegetable market on Dal 
Lake is one of the most unique experiences one 
may indulge in while being in Srinagar - a sight 
only to be surpassed by its Tulip Gardens, which 
is the largest of its kind in Asia.
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Tucked away in the valley of the Pir Panjal Range, 
Gulmarg is a land of rolling hills and skiing resorts. 
Considered to be one of the best skiing destinations 
in Asia, Gulmarg is the perfect place for enthusiasts 
of winter sports and adventure tourism. Moreover, 
Gulmarg has the highest green golf course in the 
world as well as the highest cable car project in Asia.

Sonmarg (“meadow of gold”), is one of the best tourist 
places in Jammu and Kashmir for sightseeing & 
adventure tourism. A landscape marked by glaciers, 
forests and snow-capped mountains, Sonmarg serves 
as a gateway to The Three Great Lakes in Kashmir:
Kishansar, Vishansar and Gadsar. Sonmarg also 
serves as the starting point for the trek to the famous 
Amarnath Caves. 

Pahalgam is another example of Kashmir’s natural 
beauty at its finest. Located in the Anantnag district, 
Pahalgam is situated on the banks of the River Lidder. 
The Aru and Betab valleys in Pahalgam present the 
treat of a pristine environment, rejuvenating travellers.

The enchanting beauty of Kashmir has drawn a 
perennial stream of visitors from across the globe. In 
2019, foreign and domestic tourist arrivals stood at 
57,920 and 16.16 million, respectively. In September 
2020, a US$ 182.83 million economic package was 
announced in Jammu Kashmir to boost tourism and 
the other sectors.
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09 - 15 January, 2022
Connectivity is a combination of the circulatory as well as neural 

network system of healthy and empowered societies, ensuring that  
the economic, social and intellectual flow allow the world to  

thrive as one, through sharing and learning. 

TRAVEL AND 
CONNECTIVIT Y 

WEEK
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Linking Lands, Seas & Skies

TRAVEL & CONNECTIVIT Y

 India has been the traveller’s paradise since time immemorial. The 
animating principle of this country is captured in its signs and symbols, 
words and deeds.

India has been the traveller’s paradise since 
time immemorial. The animating principle 
of this country is captured in its signs 

and symbols, words and deeds. The Indian 
gesture of “namaste” that acknowledges 
the sacred nature of fellow human beings 
resonates with the maxim of “Atithi Devo 
Bhava ‘’ which elevates one’s guest to the 
realm of The Divine. The gesture is a part of 
a moral code of India’s ancient civilization 
that seeks to connect with the Divine by 
acknowledging its manifestation in the Other. 
It is this bedrock of cultural ethos which 
undergirds India’s US$ 194 billion tourism 
and hospitality industry that forms 6.8 per 
cent of its GDP and employs 39 million of its 
people.

Tourism has been a significant economic 
multiplier, especially in India’s service sector 
where it accounts for over 8.78 per cent 

of the total workforce. By 2028, Tourism & 
Hospitality is expected to touch US$ 460 
billion. India ranks 3rd in World Travel & 
Tourism Council’s Power and Performance 
list and 10th among 185 countries in terms 
of travel & tourism’s total contribution to 
GDP in 2019. An expansive geographical 
diversity, a plethora of world heritage sites 
and unmatched tourist experience makes 
India a premier travel destination in the 
world. However, all of the sights and sounds 
that the country has to offer would have 
remained hidden from all, had it not been for 
the underlying infrastructure that connects 
the diverse destinations of this country 
of continental proportions. Therefore, the 
immense success of this traveller’s paradise 
rests on the steel frame of the robust 
transportation infrastructure that knits the 
distant pockets of this enormous nation into 
a coherent and harmonious whole.
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Transforming Terra Firma

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS 

 The Indian logistics market is expected to grow 
at a CAGR of 10.7 per cent during 2020-2024.

A complex network of arteries that efficiently 
circulates the lifeblood of the Indian economy 
to its different sectors, Transport and Logistics 

is a US$ 215 billion industry in India. A combination 
of the continental size of India’s landmass and its 
increasing integration in the global supply chain 
necessitates an efficient transport and logistics 
system to propel the economy on its path towards 
growth. Consequently, the expenditure on investment 
in logistics, including infrastructure is expected to 
reach US$ 500 billion annually, by 2025.

One of the largest employers in the country with 22 
million workers, the transport and logistics industry is 
estimated to become one of the largest employment 
providers by 2022. The Indian logistics industry 
consists of over 1,000 active large scale domestic 
players, leading entities of global players, the express 
arm of the government postal service and emerging 
start-ups specializing in e-commerce and deliveries.
 The logistics industry holds immense importance in 
the Indian economy as it connects various markets, 
suppliers and customers dotted across the country, 
and is an integral part of the national GDP value chain. 

There is an immediate need for the highly fragmented 
Indian logistics market to get more organized and 
reduce logistics costs to 10 per cent of the GDP from 
the current 14 per cent, by 2022. The Indian logistics 
market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 10.7 per cent 
during 2020-2024. Considering the size and scale of 
projects scheduled to be executed under the sector, 
the Indian government has allowed 100 per cent FDI 
under the automatic route.
Infrastructure readiness and technology are expected 
to be the key drivers of growth for the Indian logistics 
industry. India has the world’s 2nd largest road 
network with 5.5 million km comprising national & 
state highways and urban & rural roads. Additionally, 
it also has a well-developed framework for Public-
Private-Partnerships (PPP) in the highway sector. 
From April to September 2020, 3951 km of road was 
constructed. Derivatively, a target of 11,000 km has 
been set for the 2021-2022 fiscal year.
Multi-Modal Logistics Parks Policy (MMLPs) is 
expected to lower freight costs, reduce vehicular 
pollution and congestion and cut warehouse 
costs to promote domestic and global trade. The 
National Logistics Portal will serve as a transactional 
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e-marketplace by connecting buyers, logistics 
service providers and relevant government 
agencies.
 
Of Highways and Byways
India has the second-largest road network in the 
world, spanning a total of 5.89 million kilometres 
(km). This road network transports 64.5 per 
cent of all goods in the country and 90 per 
cent of India’s total passenger traffic uses the 
road network to commute. Road transportation 
has gradually increased over the years with 
improvement in connectivity between cities, 
towns and villages in the country.
 
In India, the sale of automobiles and the 
movement of freight by roads is growing at a 
rapid rate. This is seen in the great rapidity with 
which roads are being laid across the country.

Highway construction in India increased at 17.00 per 
cent CAGR between FY16-FY21. Despite pandemic 
and lockdown, India has constructed 13,298 km of 
highways in FY21. It has been estimated that the 
National Highway Authority of India (NHAI) will be 
able to generate US$ 14.30 billion annually from toll 
and other sources in the next five years.

The Indian government launched the Gati Shakti-
National Master Plan, which will help lead a holistic 
and integrated development of infrastructure 
generating immense employment opportunities in 
the country. Additionally, the Government of India 
has allocated US$ 1.4 trillion under the National 
Infrastructure Pipeline for FY 2019-25. The roads 
sector is likely to account for 18 per cent of capital 
expenditure over FY 2019-25.

The Government of India (GoI) is planning to expand 
the national highway network to over 200,000 km. 
It aims to build 66,100 km of economic corridors, 
border and coastal roads, and expressways to 
boost the national highway network under the 
Bharatmala Pariyojana. The Pariyojana will provide 
4-lane connectivity to 550 districts, increase average 
vehicular speed by 20-25 per cent and reduce the 
supply chain costs by 5-6 per cent. Under Phase-I of 
Bharatmala Pariyojana, the Ministry has approved the 
implementation of 34,800 km of national highways in 
5 years with an outlay of US$ 76.55 billion. Under this 
scheme, 22 greenfield projects (8,000 km length) are 
being constructed; this is worth US$ 43.94 billion.
The Government, through a series of initiatives, is 
working on policies to attract significant investor 
interest. A total of 200,000 km of national highways is 
expected to be completed by 2022. The government 

also aims to construct 23 new national highways by 
2025.

On The Right Track
India has one of the largest railway networks in 
the world. The intricate network of connectivity it 
provides across a huge country teeming with over a 
billion people, coupled with an impressive frequency 
of trains to the remotest areas, makes it a preferred 
mode of travel for Indians and tourists alike. 

Indian Railways is among the world’s largest rail 
networks, and its route length network is spread over 
67,956 km, with 13,169 passenger trains and 8,479 
freight trains, plying 23 million travellers and 3 million 
tonnes (MT) of freight daily from 7,349 stations. The 
railway network is also ideal for long-distance travel 
and movement of bulk commodities, apart from 
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being energy efficient and an economical mode of 
conveyance and transport. Indian Railways is the 
preferred carrier of automobiles in the country.

Indian Railways’ gross revenue stood at US$ 24.78 
billion in FY20. Freight earnings in FY20 stood at 
US$ 16.24 billion. Passenger earnings for Indian 
Railways stood at US$ 7.25 billion in the same year. 
The total passenger revenue between April 2020 
and February 2021 stood at US$ 1.70 billion as 
against US$ 6.7 billion for the corresponding period 
in the previous year. The gross revenue stood at 
US$ 11.44 billion in FY22 (until September 2021).

Freight remains the key revenue earning segment 
for the Indian Railways, accounting for 79.1 per cent 
of the total revenue in FY22 (until August 2021), 
followed by the passenger segment.

 In FY20-21, Indian Railways recorded the highest 
loading in freight transportation. Freight traffic 

carried by Indian Railways stood at 1,232.64 
million tonnes in FY21. With this, the freight 
revenue of Indian Railways also increased US$ 
16.04 billion for the year 2020-21, as against US$ 
16.10 billion during fiscal 2019-20. In FY22 (until 
October 2021), passenger traffic stood at 1,526.75 
million.

The Government of India has focused on 
investing in railway infrastructure by making 
investor-friendly policies. It has moved quickly 
to enable Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 
railways to improve infrastructure for freight and 
high-speed trains. At present, several domestic 
and foreign companies are also looking to invest 
in Indian rail projects.
In November 2021, Indian Railways announced 
that around 102 semi-high-speed Vande 
Bharat Expresses are expected to commence 
operations by 2024, with at least 10 new trains 
scheduled to launch by August 2022 that will 
connect 40 cities. In the following month, the 
Indian Railways announced a plan to establish 
~500 multimodal cargo terminals under the ‘PM 
GatiShakti’ programme, with an estimated outlay 
of US$ 6.68 billion in four-five years. Through 
this plan, the government plans to integrate 
various modes of transportation for seamless 
movement of parcel and bulk cargo (e.g., coal 
and steel). Furthermore, the Indian Railways 
is likely to deliver 58 supercritical as well as 
68 critical projects worth US$ 15.44 billion in 
the next few years. This year, the Ministry of 

Railways received bids from the private and 
public sectors to operate 29 pairs of trains with 
about 40 modern rakes, entailing an investment 
of US$ 966.74 million.
In April 2021, Indian Railways completed the 
arch closure of the under-construction Chenab 
Bridge which is the world’s highest railway 
bridge. Estimated to cost around US$ 200.46 
million and have a design life of 120 years, the 
1315m Chenab Bridge will be 35 meters higher 
than Eiffel Tower in Paris. 
The first bullet train in India will be launched 
in 2022 by the National High-Speed Rail 
Corporation Limited (NHSRCL). The train will 
run from Mumbai to Ahmedabad, connecting 
various cities of Gujarat to Mumbai.
 
In the Driver’s Seat
Recognizing the role played by the transport 
and logistics sector in paving the way for 
economic growth, the Government of India 
has charted a definite course of action for the 
development of the sector:
 
•  A 100 per cent FDI has been approved for the 

sector under the automatic route.
•  The department of commerce has set up 

a new logistics division to coordinate the 
integrated development of the sector.

•  The Government of India is preparing an 
Integrated Transport and Logistics Policy 
that aims to transform centralized strategic 
networks for shipment distribution. It plans 

to set up 50 economic corridors, 35 multimodal 
logistics parks (MMLP) at 15 locations and ten 
intermodal stations.

•  The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) 
has gone ‘Fully Digital’, with the launch of unique 
cloud-based and AI-powered Big Data Analytics 
platforms

•  NHAI is looking to monetize around 7,500 km of 
road projects worth US$ 41.66 billion through SPV 
and toll-operate-transfer (TOT) models. A second 
InvIT worth US$ 833 million is also under planning.

•  The government has forecasted an investment of 
$350 bn towards road infrastructure in the North-
East region of India during 2020-2025.

 
 The Indian Transport and Logistics Sector, with 
its strong institutional support, ample scope for 
expansion and infrastructure upgradation is on its 
track to ferry diverse sectors of the Indian economy 
to its destination of desired economic outcomes.
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Riding The Wave

MARITIME TRAVEL &  
CONNECTIVIT Y

Maritime transport handles 95 per cent of India’s 
overseas trade in volume and 70 per cent by value.

Dating back to the Third Millennium BCE, an ancient dockyard in Lothal 
has been a witness to man’s Promethean attempts at navigating the sea. 
Harboured between the Sabarmati and Bhogavo rivers, it had once been 

connected to the sea, which now lies over 19 kilometres away. The world’s oldest 
dockyard at Lothal, Gujarat, is a testament to humanity’s perseverance. It is the 
crown jewel of India’s maritime history.

This legacy of the country’s past persists in the present. Seas and oceans have 
traditionally been India’s preferred medium to connect with the outer world. 
To this day, India remains a seriously seafaring nation. With a coastline of 
approximately 7,517 km, maritime transport handles around 70 per cent of India’s 

trading by value and 95 per cent in volume. During 2019-20, major and non-major ports in 
India together handled a total of around 1534.91 million tons (MT) of cargo. India has 12 major 
and 205 notified minor and intermediate ports. India has a fleet strength of 1431 vessels - 
coastal & overseas as recorded in April 2020.

Ports and shipping form a high-priority sector for the government of India. As per the Union 
Budget 2020–21, the total allocation for the Ministry of Shipping stands at US$ 257.22 million. 
The Shipping Ministry is aiming to promote the Indian shipbuilding industry and has been 
organizing discussions with some leading countries for ‘Make in India’ shipbuilding initiatives.

Sailing Strong
The Government launched the ambitious Sagarmala Programme in March 2017, with the 
vision of port-led development and growth of logistics-intensive industries. Under the 
Sagarmala Programme, US$ 123 billion would be invested across 415 projects. These projects 
are estimated to create 4 million new direct and 6 million indirect jobs for people. Under the 
National Perspective Plan for the programme, six new mega ports will be developed in the 
country. US$ 58 billion have been mobilized for infrastructure development. Of this, a total 
of 161 projects have been completed at a cost of US$ 12 Billion and 178 projects costing US$ 
27.3 billion are under implementation. 118 maritime projects requiring an investment of US$ 7.7 
billion have been approved in the last four years.
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India is one of the world’s top 5 ship recycling 
countries and holds a 30 per cent share in the 
global ship recycling market. Currently, India 
recycles 7 million gross tonnage of ships per 
annum. The ministry has facilitated more than 
1,00,000 crew changes at Indian ports and 
through charter flights - the highest number of 
crew changes in the world. The Ports, Shipping 
and Waterways Minister announced that India 
aspires to grab at least 50 per cent of the global 
ship recycling business after the enactment of 
the legislation for recycling of ships. 

In the Offing
Significant measures have been taken by the 
government and industry stakeholders alike 
to give wind in the sails of India’s maritime 
sector. A 100 per cent FDI has been allowed 
under both government and automatic routes 
for the sector. Additionally, the Ministry 
of Shipping has waived waterways usage 
charges to promote Inland water transport and 
increase the inland waterway traffic movement 
to 110 million tons in 2022-23. Furthermore, 
the government has reduced the Goods and 
Services Tax (GST) from 18 per cent to 5 per 
cent on bunker fuel for both coastal vessels and 

foreign going vessels.

India is planning to build a huge transhipment 
port in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 
along the Bay of Bengal. The mega project 
has been proposed with an outlay of US$ 
1.38 billion and once completed will have two 
major advantages. Its proximity to the busy 
international east-west shipping route will 
allow shorter transit periods and the depth of 
the waters in the region will facilitate hassle-
free movement of the newest mega-ships. 
Its proximity to the Malacca Straits will lend 
immense importance to this transhipment port 
considering the fact that about one-third of the 
global shipping passes through it, according to 
the United Nations Conference on Trade And 
Development (UNCTAD).

Riding on the wave of opportunity created 
by the confluence of international logistics 
and global supply chains, India’s Maritime 
sector has set sail on its voyage to bring 
about efficiency and unlock value in the global 
maritime trade. It welcomes all aboard on this 
adventure to encourage security and growth for 
all in the maritime domain.

Ruling the Skies

AIR TRAVEL & CONNECTIVIT Y 

Indian aviation is the fastest-growing aviation market in the world, 
contributing US$ 72 billion to the country’s GDP.
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Aviation has become one of the most important 
components in India’s travel and connectivity 
landscape. The sector has consistently 

registered an annual growth rate of 10.2 per cent from 
2009 to 2019, making it the fastest-growing aviation 
market in the world. India has the third-largest 
domestic aviation market in the world and is projected 
to become the largest by 2030.

That the Indian aviation industry has come of age is 
now an established fact. From April 2018 - February 
2019, passenger traffic in India stood at 316.51 
million, with 252.92 million domestic and 63.59 
million international passengers. The country’s 
domestic aviation market alone is expected to fly 
over 500 million passengers by 2025. The resilience 
of the Indian aviation sector is substantiated by the 
rapid upswing in domestic passenger flights which 
registered a 75 per cent recovery of its original 
capacity by November 2020, unfazed by the COVID-19 
pandemic that wrought havoc on air travel.

The Indian aviation sector is expected to witness a 
US$ 4.99 billion investment in the next four years. 
India’s thriving middle class with rising income levels 
exhibit an overwhelming preference for air travel over 
railways, owing to its convenience and competitive 
pricing. Railway passenger growth dropped by 
an average of 0.26 per cent annually for five years 
preceding 2016-17. The number of domestic air 

passengers registered a consistent annual increase 
of 10 per cent during the same period. Partly a result 
of the evolution of air travel from an aspirational to a 
utility-based service, this shift in transport preference 
has the potential to provide access to markets 
erstwhile served by the railways: a market whose 
sheer size dwarfs the market size currently within the 
ambit of domestic airlines. The 2018-2019 traffic for 
domestic air travel stood at 316.5 million passengers 
when compared to the railway’s 8,439 million 
passengers during the same period. It is this immense 
untapped market and a definite trajectory towards 
future growth that holds great promise for investors 
and industry stakeholders. The recent developments 
in India’s aviation market hint at the future trajectory 
of the sector. Whether it is Tata & Sons’ acquisition 
of 100 per cent shares of the state-run Air India 
in October 2021 or the Ministry of Civil Aviation’s 
granting ‘No Objection’ certificate to Akasa Air - the 
new kid on the block- in the same month, air travel in 
India has been buzzing with fervent activity.

Buoyed by the rising demand, the number of 
aeroplanes operating in the sector will hover around 
1,100 units by 2027, which is estimated to rise up to 
2,380 by 2038. Indian travellers are expected to spend 
US$ 136 billion this year. FDI inflow in India’s air 
transport sector (including air freight) reached US$ 
2.79 billion between April 2000 and June 2020. This 
figure is only going to increase with the permission 

for 100 per cent FDI under the automatic route in 
scheduled air transport service, regional air transport 
service and domestic scheduled passenger airline.
  
On Firm Ground
India has 464 airports and airstrips, of which 125 are 
owned and managed by the Airports Authority of 
India (AAI). 78 per cent of domestic passenger traffic 
and 22 per cent of international passenger traffic is 
channelled through the AAI managed airports and 
airstrips. India plans to invest US$ 3.58 billion in the 
next five years to augment airport infrastructure, 
a firm resolve that only complements some stellar 
achievements Indian airports have achieved in recent 
memory:
•  Cochin International Airport is the world’s 1st fully 

solar-powered airport, a feat for which it received 
The United Nation’s 2018 Champions of the Earth 
Award for Entrepreneurial Vision. 

•  The Indira Gandhi International Airport has 
consistently been ranked the world’s best airport in 
over 40 MPAA Category by the ACI.

•  October 2020 saw the successful launch of India’s 
first seaplane service between the Statue of Unity 
in Gujarat’s Narmada district and the Sabarmati 
Riverfront in Ahmedabad. 

•  AAI has announced its plans to set up India’s first 
three water aerodromes in Andaman & Nicobar.

•  In January 2020, IndiGo became the first Indian 
carrier to have an aircraft fleet size of 250 planes and 

the first airline to operate 1,500 flights per day. With 
a CASK of US$ 0.025, IndiGo’s Cost of Available Seat 
per Kilometer is the lowest in India and among the 
lowest in the world.

 
Inclusive Travel & Regional Connectivity
With the idea of making air travel accessible to all, 
the Government of India has launched the UDAAN 
Scheme, a regional connectivity scheme with the 
objective of “helping the common citizens of the 
country fly”.

Besides giving a definite shape to the idea of inclusive 
travel, the scheme could also aid in nudging a 
behavioural shift towards the adoption of air travel 
among the masses. Likewise, the Krishi Udan 
scheme has been introduced on both domestic 
and international routes to help farmers transport 
agricultural products and improve product value. 
The Government is gearing up to promote aircraft 
financing and leasing activities to make India’s 
aviation market self-reliant.

The Government of India is planning to invest US$ 
1.83 billion in the development of airport infrastructure 
along with aviation and navigation services by 2026. 
India’s interest in expanding airline infrastructure 
also stems from its desire to bring about economic 
integration of rural areas and tap into the massive 
economic potential of the hinterlands in its bid to 
evolve into a US $ 5 trillion economy. 

Entering the Drone Zone
Drones have been among the most promising 
technologies to emerge from the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution. The global drone market is projected to 
grow from US$14 billion in 2018 to over US $ 43 billion 
in 2024 at a CAGR of 20.5 per cent. Drones have 
emerged as an important component in linking up 
vast regions of a country of continental proportions 
and play a crucial role in India’s connectivity strategy 
whose relevance is only set to increase in the near 
future.

With a projected CAGR of 18 per cent from 2017 
to 2023, the UAV market in India has tremendous 
reach in diverse sectors ranging from agriculture 
to aerospace, vlogging to reconnaissance and 
construction to conservation. Affordability and 
reliability have been the hallmarks of India’s UAV 
industry, which is projected to reach US$ 885.7 million 
by the end of this year. A significant propeller of India’s 
economy towards growth, the aviation sector with its 
enormous market, ever-increasing demand, innovative 
outlook and opportunities for investments, has made a 
significant contribution in furthering the development 
of travel and connectivity in New India. 
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GOA
14 - 20 January, 2022

A beautiful fusion of Indian and Portuguese culture 
- from churches to beaches, clubs and casinos, 

Goa is among the ultimate holiday destinations for 
domestic, foreign and high-end tourists alike. 
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Explore the Pearl  
of the Orient

GOA

Goa is one of the most sought-after 
destinations for tourists from all 
over the world. Its scenic beaches, 

mild weather, friendly culture, thriving 
nightlife and delectable food are the main 
attractions. Its rich flora and fauna owing to 
its location in the Western Ghats, classified 
as a biodiversity hotspot, sapphire skies, 
and golden, palm-fringed beaches make 
it the supreme holiday destination for 
domestic and foreign, hippie and high-end 
tourists alike. But these are not the only 
things that make Goa unique. To know why, 

Goa is prioritising quality tourism 
over volume-based tourism by 
promoting its niche culture, rich 
heritage, natural attractions and 
underexplored villages while 
supporting the eco-system 
with the necessary tourism 
infrastructure development.

it is imperative that we understand how modern-day 
Goa, emerged as the paradise it is today.  

Goa’s recent recorded history dates back to the 
3rd Century B.C, during which it was a part of the 
Mauryan empire. After the Mauryas, the state came 
under the rule of various kings and empires like 
Silharas, Kadamdas, Chaukyans, kings of Deccan, 
kings of Vijaynagar, Adilshah, being the most notable 
ones. In the 16th century, the Portuguese came to 
India for pepper and various other spices. This also 
marked the arrival of the first colonial rule in India. 
Soon after they set up a colony for the purpose 

of trading. The Portuguese viceroy Afonso de 
Albuquerque, believed that the port city would serve 
greatly as the permanent base for Portugal’s navy and 
commerce and thus began its conquest. Goa was 
destined to stay beneath colonial rule till 1961 and 
therefore it had been the first and the last European 
possession in the Asian region. Since Goa was 
under Portuguese control for 4 centuries, the ethnic 
diversity of this jewel of India is a fusion of Indian and 
Portuguese culture. Goa is a secular state and enjoys 
the presence of various religious communities living 
side by side. 
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Goa is one of the smallest states in the country 
and has well-developed infrastructure, roadways, 
railways, airport, seaport, high socio-economic 
indicators, skilled talent etc. that makes the state an 
ideal destination for investment. Goa has the highest 
GDP per capita among all Indian states, two and 
a half times as high as the GDP per capita of the 
country. The Eleventh Finance Commission of India 
named Goa the best-placed state because of its 
infrastructure, and India’s National Commission on 
Population rated it as having the best quality of life in 
India (based on the commission’s “12 Indicators”. It is 
the third-highest ranking among Indian states in the 
human development index. 

As of date, the state has over 8000 micro, small 
and medium enterprises (MSMEs) and 191 large-
scale industries. The Goa Investment Promotion 
and Facilitation Board (Goa-IPB) has granted in 
principle approval to 196 projects which comprises 
79 new manufacturing units, 52 new hospitality 
projects, 13 new service sector projects, 48 projects 
of expansion of the existing manufacturing units and 
4 projects from existing hospitality units. The total 
investment expected from all these units is US$ 2.2 
billion with an employment potential of 37,247 people. 
Goa-IPB being the nodal agency for implementing 
Ease of Doing Business framework in the State has 
undertaken massive overhaul of the government 
clearances, reducing compliance burden and making 
G2B services online on a continued basis. Further, 
the state has a new export policy to address the 

existing deficiencies and promote manufacturing 
goods and surplus agriculture produce. The state is 
in the process of developing the logistics, agriculture, 
fisheries and green energy sectors on PPP basis to 
boost the state economy. 

Salient features that make Goa an ideal investment 
destination:
• Goa being strategically located, with proximity to 

Maharashtra and Karnataka. It is often referred 
to as the gateway to Europe and has tremendous 
potential as an upcoming Export Hub

• The state boasts one of the highest literacy 
rates in the country with a growing array of 
knowledge sectors, including biotechnology, 
pharmaceuticals, and IT.

• Well-developed townships, good internal road 
connectivity and less pollution make Goa a great 
place to balance work and personal life.

• Trained and peaceful labour force. 
• Competent Transport Network, with Top 

Healthcare Facilities in the Country, one of the 
top-ranking cities in Air Quality and Water Quality. 

• Well connected to the rest of the country via road, 
air, rail, port which will be further augmented by 
MOPA Airport.

• High level of compliance with Law and Order with 
stable Government along with accessibility to the 
administration and low interference. 

• Goa has GIS mapped 23 industrial estates, with 
consistent water and electricity supply.
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Food for Thought

The State of Goa comprises two districts with a total geographical area 
of 3,61,000 hectares. About 44 per cent of the total geographical area of 
the state is gross cropped area. The economy of Goa is primarily driven 

by tourism and mining followed by agriculture, animal husbandry and fisheries 
activities. Agriculture contributes marginally with 3.74 per cent of State GDP. 
Goa’s fertile agricultural land is suitable for the cultivation of paddy, pulses, 
sugar cane, garden crops like coconut, cashew, areca nut, mangoes, jackfruits, 
bananas, and pineapples. Cashew processing is known to be a traditional 
industry in the state. 

AGRO AND FOOD PROCESSING

Heartily infused with spices and flavours, the staple food of 
Goa is rice and curry. Most of the dishes incorporate coconuts, 

rice, seafood - which includes shark, tuna, pomfret, and 
mackerel fish, pork, meat and local spices like kokum. 

Cashew apple is also used in the production of 
feni, a local liquor, which has become popular 
worldwide. Horticulture is a significant segment 
of the agriculture sector. Pineapples and 
mangoes are the two main horticultural crops 
which are available in Goa. 

The State Government of Goa is steadfast in 
reviving agriculture and has declared various 
schemes for agricultural promotion including 
schemes for new agriculturists as well as for the 
handling of modern methods to increase yield 
and quality. Schemes like “Plan to control price 
rise” and “Shetkari Aadhar Nidhi” are introduced 
to provide financial assistance to the farmers of 
the State. The Government seeks to create an 
enabling environment conducive to attracting 
investment in agro-based industry to accelerate 
the revival of agricultural production and animal 
husbandry activities, provide remunerative 
prices to the farmers, and generate employment 
opportunities in rural areas. Environmentally 
friendly processing of agro-products that 
add value to the agricultural, fish and animal 
husbandry produce and open up export potential 
of the produce are also being encouraged. 
The State of Goa is keen to set up 12 Farmer 
Producers Organizations, one each in every 

taluka of the state for crop production, post-
harvest management and marketing of agriculture 
produce along with two centres of excellence for 
cultivation of high value vegetables and flowers at 
Government farm in Kalay and Codar.

The Government foresees the untapped 
opportunities in the food processing industry 
and thus encourages local entrepreneurship, 
especially from the small and micro enterprises to 
encash on the local available resources. Further, 
the export strategy of the state has also laid down 
various initiatives under the agro and food sector 
to promote investment in the state. Some of the 
initiatives include, encouraging contract farming, 
establishment of Agricultural and Processed 
Food Products Export Development Authority 
(APEDA) closer to the upcoming MOPA airport, 
establishment of plant quarantine facility which 
prevents the import of seeds, introducing fiscal 
initiatives to budding entrepreneurs, encouraging 
community farming, establishment of cold storage 
facilities in the planned logistics hubs, promoting 
organic farming etc. For MSMEs in agro-based 
industries, the Government of Goa proposes to 
provide a sales and distribution network through 
outlets at major tourist entry/exit points and 
provide assistance and subsidies for export 
promotion.
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Top Notch in Prescribed Medication

PHARMA AND BIOTECHNOLOGY

The pharmaceutical industry in Goa produces 12 per cent  
of the total medicines manufactured in India and about  

70 per cent of their produce is exported to the most 
developed countries in the world.

The industry plays a vital role in Goa as well 
as India’s health care system by providing 
safe, proven alternatives to more expensive 

brand name prescription drugs. In addition, pharma 
companies are increasingly exporting their products 
and expanding their presence throughout the 
world. Pharmaceutical formulations are the major 
focus sub-sector in Pharma industries in Goa. The 
pharmaceutical industry in Goa produces 12 per 
cent of the total medicines manufactured in India; 
and about 70 per cent of their produce is exported 
to the most developed countries in the world; while 
30 per cent is consumed in the domestic market. 
The Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Sector 
accounts for a 10 per cent share in the State’s GDP 
with estimated yearly revenues of more than US$ 
2.40 billion. 70 per cent of the production accounts 
for exports amounting to US$ 1.57 billion. Goa has 
intensive industry-academia connected with the 
presence of premier institutes like IIT, NIT, BITS, 

GIM, pharmacy colleges, engineering colleges 
that provide access to readily available talent for 
the ecosystem. 

Regulatory compliance adherence of Goa 
based pharmaceutical companies is very high 
and most of the companies are exporting to 
regulated markets like the US. This is a USP of 
Goa based companies from a quality point of 
view. Big companies are exporting to regulated 
markets. Medium level companies are exporting 
to emerging markets like Asia, Middle East or 
Africa. Leading companies that are operating 
from the state are Sanofi, Ranbaxy, Cipla, Cadila, 
Lupin, Dr Reddy’s Laboratories, Glenmark 
Pharmaceuticals, Unichem Lab, FDC, Indoco 
Remedies, Abbott, Pfizer etc. The presence of 
a robust pharmaceutical industry also makes 
the state an ideal destination for medical device 
manufacturing. Currently, Goa has around 15 
manufacturing units in the medical devices 
sector which include diagnostic reagent kits, 
orthopaedic implants and medical consumables 
like plasters. Over 7000 small scale industrial 
units with presence of more than 150 large 
and medium scale industries employing over 
25,000 people directly or indirectly and about 
81 pharma manufacturing units in Goa are 
licensed.

The pharmaceutical segment has established 
its concrete presence in Goa and received 
approvals from regulated bodies like US FDA, 
UK MHRA etc. Goa is strategically located with 
good infrastructure facilities with an airport, 
a seaport, connectivity by road network and 
other amenities. Also, locally manufactured 
equipment by ancillary units is being used in 
these pharma industries. 

The State drug department has been proactive 
and constantly striving to ensure that pharma 
units receive the approvals/permissions within 
the shortest time upon their application with 
requisite documentation. The State on the other 
hand has consistently supported the healthcare 
and pharmaceutical industry through various 
Government schemes and incentives. Further, 
Goa is also in race with other leading states 
to set up a medical device park. The state has 
identified a parcel of land of approximately 250 
acres at the Verna Industrial Estate that is in 
possession of the Goa Industrial Development 
Corporation. Of the 150 acres, around 125 acres 
would be made available for allotment to units 
manufacturing medical devices.
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Emerging Strong in the Startup Arena

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Goa’s cosmopolitan culture, impressive infrastructure, quality 
manpower, picturesque landscape, clean environment 

and developed orientation, make it an ideal base for 
entrepreneurs to realize their dreams.

Despite being a small state and a 
late starter in the IT industry, Goa is 
ideally placed to capitalise on the 

opportunities available in the sector. Goa 
is one of the most literate states in India, 
with a literacy rate of over 88.7 per cent, 
most Goans are conversant in the English 
language, which is the lingua franca for 
the IT industry. Goa has more than 250 
IT companies out of which 70 per cent of 
the companies are in the startup space. IT 
companies based out of Goa are developing 
tourism solutions, logistics solutions, 
transport solutions and eCommerce 
solutions for clients abroad. Goa has a high 
broadband penetration as compared to the 
average broadband penetration in India. 

The state has a very robust manufacturing 
setup, which contributes 25-30 per cent to 
its GDP. Goa’s key electronic manufacturing 
companies include Siemens, IFB, 
CommScope and Titan. These firms are 
unicorns in their own field. The Government 
of Goa has earmarked about 50 acres of 
land for the IT park at Chimbel which is 
about 6 km from Panaji and 150 acres of 
land at Tuem which is in North Goa. 

Goa’s cosmopolitan culture, impressive 
infrastructure, quality manpower, 
picturesque landscape, clean environment 
and developed orientation, not only make 
it an ideal base for entrepreneurs to realize 
their dreams, but also play a key role in 
facilitating an environment that is supportive 
and makes start-ups both technologically 
innovative and globally competitive. The 
boost of the startup sector in Goa is due 
to an ideal work-life balance to the perfect 
environment for innovation. In addition 
to the availability of a large number of 
engineering graduates from the colleges 
here, there are other unconventional areas 
such as food processing, clean technologies 
and solid waste management that are focus 
areas for the state government and are 
attracting young entrepreneurs to the state. 

Goa was among the first four states in 
India to implement a Start-up Policy. The 
Goa Start-up Policy 2017 was launched in 
September 2017 with an aim to support 
the Start-up ecosystem in Goa. The Policy 
envisaged to make Goa one of the most 
preferred start-up destinations of India and 
featuring in the top 25 start-up destinations 
in Asia by 2025. The Start-up Promotion 
Cell (SPC) under the Goa Start-up Policy 
2017 was formulated in the state to serve as 
a nodal agency to register, recognize and 
certify start-ups established in the state 
and carry out necessary due diligence. Till 
date 116 startups have been certified by the 
SPC and a total of US$ 2 million is spent as 
incentives on the Goan start-ups. 

Goa IT Policy 2018 was formulated with 
a vision to create and nurture a globally 
competitive Information Technology 
ecosystem that powers the state’s economic 
growth. 18 Schemes under the umbrella of 
Goa IT Policy 2018 are notified to boost the 
IT ecosystem in the state.
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Sky Above, Sand Below  
and Peace Within

Goa has been one of the most prominent tourist destinations in India and 
is often considered as a global tourism brand name. Tourism is one of 
the prime industries in Goa, which contributes to over 16.43 per cent of 

state GDP and supports over 35 per cent of jobs and livelihood opportunities in 
the state. Goa tourism is increasingly placing emphasis on the development of 
‘Responsible and Sustainable’ tourism in the state. In line with this, brand Goa 
seeks to diversify its identity to nature, wellness, culture and heritage to encourage 
the tourist to experience the “Unexplored Goa” whose heart is in the hinterlands. 
Goa was the first and only Indian state to receive global recognition from WTTC 
(World Travel & Tourism Council) in the form of “Safe Travels Stamp” being issued 
to the tourism department of Goa.

TOURISM

Goa is India’s smallest state and unlike any other,  
owing to its endless beaches, stellar nightlife, eclectic 

seafood and world-heritage listed architecture.
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Goa’s tourism industry focuses on 
harnessing the potential of its inherent 
advantage of a 104 km coastline, 
255 km of inland waterways and 
approximately 60 per cent of forest 
land. Goa tourism has won accolades 
on multiple forums over the years. 
Notable recognitions are given below. 
•  Ranked number 1 in the “Best 

performing state in Tourism” 
category by India Today 

•  Goa in list of top 10 Best Winter Sun 
Locations of the World 

•  Best state for adventure tourism 
category at National Tourism Award 
2019 

•  Destination leadership award 2019 
at the 6th edition of the WTTCII-
Hotelivate State Ranking Survey 
2019.

The focus of the state is to prioritize 
quality tourism over volume-based 
tourism by promoting the state’s 
niche culture, rich heritage, natural 
attractions and underexplored villages 
while supporting the eco-system 
with necessary tourism infrastructure 
development. For implementing 
various targets formulated in the 
Goa Tourism Master Plan and 
Tourism Policy 2020, the state has 
made budgetary provisions for 
establishment of the Goa Tourism 
Board. Goa has a wide range of 
investment opportunities in the 
hospitality and tourism industry across 
accommodation, wellness, heritage, 
MICE and weddings. Further, there are 
multiple 5- star and 4-star hotels in the 
pipeline, besides other facilities like 

MICE facilities, heritage facilities and 
adventure hubs, besides opportunities 
in spiritual, wellness and rejuvenation 
businesses.

The following schemes are also in 
force to facilitate the tourism industry: 
•  Tourist Trade Support (Working 

Capital Interest Subvention) Scheme 
2021 is designed to support the 
tourism industry which has been 
adversely affected due to pandemic. 
Hotels/ accommodation units, tour 
and travel operators are covered 
under the scheme. 

•  International Charter Support 
(Waiver of landing charges) scheme 
2021 has been introduced to 
kickstart charter arrivals and reduce 

the burden on chartered flights by 
bearing a part landing fees of the 
international charters. 

•  Tourist Village Scheme 2021 
envisages development of model 
villages in the State for promoting 
rural, art, culture, heritage, and 
other unique attractions. The budget 
allocated is for the development of 
essential tourism infrastructure in 
the villages. Experiential tours in the 
village would provide tourists an 
immersive experience. 

•  Tourist Guide Certification Scheme 
2021 aims to increase the base 
number of Tourist guides trained 
through an advanced curriculum in 
the state in near future.
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Knowledge is both Power and 
Wealth - the kind that sets free

With one of the highest literacy rates in the country, the flourishing set of 
knowledge-based industries, including pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and 
IT, are exploring more investment opportunities in Goa. The Government of 

Goa is keen on attracting such companies and will, through suitable implementation 
models, undertake construction of green, intelligent buildings with plug and play 

KNOWLEDGE BASED INDUSTRY

An emerging state in industries such as biotechnology and IT,  
Goa envisages to be a knowledge-centric destination by 2035.

infrastructures. It is envisaged that the buildings 
will be in a ‘ready to use’ state for any small 
and mid-sized knowledge-based industry to 
establish itself. The Government is evaluating 
various modes for implementation, including 
private participation for the setting up of 
such infrastructure. The Government plans to 
encourage local youth to enter knowledge-
based industries by offering more post-graduate 
and doctoral courses in various streams.  

The state is an established base for the 
pharmaceuticals industry and an emerging 
destination for knowledge-based industries 
such as biotechnology and IT. The state, in 
its vision 2035, envisages to be a knowledge-
centric destination in the upcoming years and 
extend its support to:
•  Research & development in the areas such as 

life sciences, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, 
engineering, engineering product 
development;

•  Outsourced activities in the areas of legal 
outsourcing, engineering outsourcing, medical 
outsourcing and other similar knowledge-
based outsourcing;

•  Equity research, business & market research, 
design services, consultancy, animation;

•  Information Technology (IT), Information 
Technology enabled Services (ITeS) units. 
This includes IT software, IT services and IT 
enabled Services / Animation & Gaming/
Digital Entertainment and IT Engineering 
Services companies;

•  Financial services;

•  Any other activity where the key business of 
the entity is obtaining and using specialized 
knowledge to provide high quality and 
valuable output.

 
Goa comprises firms involved in 
pharmaceuticals, health biotech, new 
materials, telecommunications, information 
technology, software, medical equipment 
and avionics which are ideal for knowledge-
based industries. The existing ecosystem of 
IT companies, leading educational institutes 
and pharma manufacturing companies 
provides ideal support to the long product 
development cycles and their comparative 
advantage in the knowledge-based industries 
which usually comes from innovative 
and creative people who make up the 
development team. 
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GLOBAL GOAL S 
WEEK

16 - 22 January, 2022 
 India is home to over 1.3 billion people who  
belong to 2000 ethnicities and speak over  

700 different languages.
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India, the world’s largest democracy, believes 
in economic growth that is effective, equitable, 
sustainable and inclusive. India’s idea of 

development embraces and actualizes the 
aspirations of over a billion lives. It weaves 
together the dreams of diverse groups of people 
who speak over 700 languages, belong to more 
than 2000 ethnicities and live in different urban 
and rural regions of the country. 
 
The world is presently at an important juncture 
in the journey to the climactic year 2030, by 
when the world is committed to attain the 
ambitious sustainable development goals it set 
for itself in 2015. With one-third of the journey 
already behind us, countries are examining 

the progress made so far under the 
SDG framework and are trying to assess 
how the strategies and interventions 
under implementation can be attuned to 
accelerate success and overcome persistent 
impediments. 
 
Here, we take a look at how far India 
has come in achieving its Sustainable 
Development Goals by undertaking a brief 
exploration of milestones it has reached and 
the latest steps it is taking to make this world 
a better place by following a trajectory of 
development that is inclusive, equitable and 
sustainable. 

GLOBAL GOALS

Towards a 
Sustainable Future
India’s idea of development embraces and actualizes  

the aspirations of over a billion lives.
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GOAL 1
NO POVERTY

India lifted 273 million people out of 
multidimensional poverty in the last 10 years.

India has been one of the most important drivers 
in the global reduction of poverty. Between 2005-
06 and 2015-16, the incidence of multidimensional 

poverty in India was almost halved, climbing down to 
27.5 per cent from 54.7 per cent as per the 2018 global 
Multidimensional Poverty Index report. India lifted 273 
million people out of multidimensional poverty in the 
last 10 years. This is more than the entire population 
of Brazil. The biggest reductions in multidimensional 
poverty have been witnessed among the poorest and 
traditionally disadvantaged groups – across states, 
castes, religions and age groups. It is a warming fact 
that multidimensional poverty among children under 
10 has fallen the fastest. Today, 136 million fewer 
children are growing up in multidimensional poverty 
than was the case a decade and a half ago.
 

The Constitution of India has provisions that ultimately 
lead towards poverty reduction in the country. Gainful 
employment is an important force in India’s poverty 
alleviation programmes. While not an explicitly 
stated fundamental right, the ‘right to work’ is now 
read along with the ‘right to life under Article 21 as 
per judicial interpretation in India. Furthermore, the 
Directive Principles of State Policy (Article 36–51) 
under Part IV of the Constitution of India provides 
for the state’s responsibility to ensure that all citizens 
have the right to an adequate means of livelihood. 
 
The implementation of schemes like the Mahatma 
Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee 
Act (MGNREGA) since 2006 has significantly 
increased household consumption and accumulated 
more nonfinancial assets. Furthermore, the Public 

Distribution Systems (PDS) and other Centrally 
Sponsored Schemes (CSS) of the Indian government 
have played significant roles in poverty reduction. 
The Prime Minister Jan Dhan Yojana and biometric 
identity cards under Aadhar have also transformed 
the poverty reduction programmes by replacing the 
current leaky distribution of benefits under various 
schemes with the Direct Benefit Transfers (DBT) 
programme. India’s immensely successful poverty 
alleviation programmes have been instrumental in 
achieving the phenomenal feat of poverty reduction 
in the country, thus reducing global poverty levels in 
significant measure.
 
 
MGNREGA - The World’s Largest Employment 
Guarantee Programme 
 
India’s rural employment guarantee programme, 
the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 
Guarantee Act (MGNREGA), is the world’s largest 
employment guarantee program in existence. The 
scheme provides guaranteed employment in manual 
work for 100 days in every financial year to all the 

adults living in rural areas of India. MGNREGA is a 
real-world example of India’s resolve in securing for 
its citizens the ‘Right to work’. Equitable growth, social 
inclusion, gender parity, and social security are the 
founding pillars of MGNREGA. The Scheme covers 
648 districts all over the country and has been pivotal 
in increasing rural household income. In the financial 
year 2019-20, around US$ 11.11 billion were allocated 
for this scheme. The scheme has managed to reduce 
poverty levels in India by a great margin and has been 
hailed as “a stellar example of rural development” by 
the World Bank. 
 
During 2016-17, people from 48 million households 
were provided with 14.26 million jobs under the 
MGNREGA scheme. This resulted in the creation 
of 2 billion person-days of employment during the 
stated period. MGNREGA is also a powerful vehicle 
for driving gender-sensitive and gender-just growth 
in rural India. 56 per cent of the 48 million+ people 
employed under the scheme in 2016-17 were women. 
This is the highest ever participation of women since 
the inception of the program.
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GOAL 2
ZERO HUNGER

India’s Public Distribution System (PDS) is the 
world’s largest distribution network for food 
security. 

South Asia is home to one of the largest numbers 
of people who suffer from chronic hunger, with 
over 15 per cent of the population considered 

undernourished. How we grow and consume our food 
has a significant impact on levels of hunger, but it 
doesn’t end there. If done right, agriculture and forests 
can become sources of decent incomes for the global 
population, the engines of rural development, and our 
vanguard against climate change. The agricultural 
sector accounts for about 40 per cent of the total 
employment in India while contributing below 15 
per cent to its GDP. Prioritising and strengthening 
agriculture through measures in irrigation, crop 
insurance, and improved varieties while enhancing 
the nation’s food security has been India’s strategy 
towards the goal of zero hunger.
 
The government has taken critical steps to enhance 
food security, including through an India-wide 
targeted public distribution system, a National 
Nutrition Mission and the National Food Security 
Act. The Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana, the National 
Mission on Sustainable Agriculture and many national 
schemes on horticulture, agricultural technology and 
livestock are leading the way in improving India’s 
agriculture.
 
 
India’s PDS - The Largest Food Security 
System in the World
India’s Public Distribution System (PDS) is the 
largest distribution network of its kind in the world. 
Established under the Ministry of Consumer Affairs, 
Food, and Public Distribution, the PDS is operated 
under the joint responsibility of the central and state 
governments. Under the PDS, commodities like 
wheat, rice, sugar and kerosene are allocated to the 

States/UTs for distribution. Some states/ UTs also 
distribute additional items of mass consumption 
through the PDS outlets such as pulses, edible oils, 
iodized salt, spices, etc.
 
Till 1992, PDS was a general entitlement scheme for all 
consumers without any specific target. The Revamped 
Public Distribution System (RPDS) was launched in 
June 1992 with a view to strengthen and streamline 
the PDS as well as to improve its reach in the far-
flung, hilly, remote and inaccessible areas where a 
substantial section of the underprivileged classes 
lives. In June 1997, the Government of India launched 
the Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) 
with a focus on the poor. Under TPDS, beneficiaries 
were divided into two categories: Households below 
the poverty line or BPL; and Households above the 
poverty line or APL. Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY): 
AAY was a step in the direction of making TPDS aim 
at reducing hunger among the poorest segments 
of the BPL population. In order to make TPDS more 
focused and targeted towards this category of 
population, the “Antyodaya Anna Yojana” (AAY) was 
launched in December 2000 for one crore poorest 
of the poor families. In September 2013, Parliament 
enacted the National Food Security Act, 2013. The 
Act relies largely on the existing TPDS to deliver food 
grains as legal entitlements to the poor. 
India’s PDS is the most important arrow in its quiver 
for targeting hunger and ensuring the SDG2 of 
Zero Hunger. It helps in ensuring national food and 
nutritional security, stabilising food prices, maintaining 
the buffer stock of food grains and redistributing food 
grains by supplying food from surplus regions of the 
country to deficient regions. 
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GOAL 3
GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

GOAL 4
QUALITY EDUCATION

Targeting over 500 million beneficiaries, India’s 
PMJAY is the largest government-funded 
healthcare program in the world. 

The number of literates in India increased by ten 
times in the first 50 years of its independence.
 

India has made great progress in reducing its under-
five mortality rate, which declined from 125 per 
1,000 live births in 1990-91 to 50 per 1,000 live births 

in 2015-16, and its maternal mortality rate, which 
declined from 212 per 100,000 live births in 2007-09 to 
167 in 2013.
 
India has also made significant strides in reducing the 
prevalence of HIV and AIDS across different types of 
high-risk categories, with adult prevalence reducing 
from 0.45 per cent in 2002 to 0.27 per cent in 2011. 

India has made significant progress in 
universalising primary education, with 
improvement in the enrolment and completion 

rates of girls in both primary and elementary 
schools. The number of literates in the country has 
increased from 57 million in 1951 to 570 million in 
2001, increasing by ten times over this period of 50 
years. The literacy rate has increased from 18 per in 
1951 to 74 per cent in 2011. The net enrolment ratio in 
primary education for boys and girls was at 100 per 
cent, while at the national level, the youth literacy 
rate was 94 per cent for males and 92 per cent for 
females. 
 
 The new National Education Policy and Sustainable 
Development Goal 4 share the goals of universal 
quality education and lifelong learning. The flagship 
government scheme, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, is 
aimed at achieving universal quality education for 
all Indians and is complemented in this effort by 
targeted schemes on nutritional support, higher 
education, and teacher training.
 
Under Article 45 in DPSP, it is mentioned that the 
government should provide free and compulsory 
education for all children up to the age of 14 years 
within 10 years from the commencement of the 
Constitution. As this was not achieved, Article 
21A was introduced by the 86th Constitutional 
Amendment Act of 2002, making elementary 
education a fundamental right rather than a 
directive principle. And Article 45 was amended to 
provide for early childhood care and education to 
children below the age of six years. To implement 
Article 21A, the government legislated the Right To 
Education Act. Under this act, SSA – Sarva Shiksha 
Abhiyan – got a further impetus. SSA aims to 
provide Universalization of Elementary Education 
(UEE) in a time-bound manner.SSA has been 
operational since 2000-2001. 

However, a quarter of global TB cases occur in India 
where nearly 2.1 million people live with the disease, 
and an estimated 423,000 die annually as a result. 
The Indian government’s National Health Mission 
prioritises national wellbeing and is leading change in 
this area, in addition to targeted national programmes 
against HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases.
 
Ayushman Bharat - For Health & Longevity
The Ayushman Bharat scheme of the Government of 
India aims to undertake path-breaking interventions 
to holistically address the healthcare system at the 
primary, secondary and tertiary levels.
 
Targeting more than 500 million beneficiaries, the 
Ayushman Bharat-Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana 
(PMJAY) is the largest government-funded healthcare 
program in the world. This flagship scheme of the 
Government of India was launched as recommended 
by the National Health Policy 2017, to achieve the 
vision of Universal Health Coverage (UHC). This 
initiative has been designed to meet Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) and its underlying 
commitment, which is to “leave no one behind.” 
 
Ayushman Bharat PM-JAY is the largest health 
assurance scheme in the world which aims at 
providing a health cover of around US$ 6700 per 
family per year for secondary and tertiary care 
hospitalization to over 107 million poor and vulnerable 
families (approximately 500 million beneficiaries) that 
form the bottom 40 per cent of the Indian population. 
The households included are based on the deprivation 
and occupational criteria of Socio-Economic 
Caste Census 2011 (SECC 2011) for rural and urban 
areas respectively. PM-JAY is fully funded by the 
Government and the cost of implementation is shared 
between the Central and State Governments.
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GOAL 5
GENDER EQUALITY

GOAL 6
CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION

The gross enrolment ratio of girls has become 
higher than that of boys across all levels of 
education in India.

Swachh Bharat Mission, India’s country-
wide sanitation drive, is the world’s largest 
behavioural change exercise to eliminate open 
defecation.

India has achieved gender parity at the primary 
education level and is on track to achieve parity at 
all education levels. As of June 2019, around 46 per 

cent of seats in the Panchayati Raj Institutions (rural 
self-government bodies) in India are held by women. 
The involvement of women in the grassroots is a step 
towards improving the representation of women in the 
higher governance of the country, an area where India 
needs to improve as only 11 per cent of the seats in 
Lok Sabha are held by women.
 
India has been taking active steps to combat violence 
against women. The Government of India has 
identified ending violence against women as a key 
national priority, which resonates with the Sustainable 
Development targets of the United Nations on gender 
equality. The Beti Bachao Beti Padhao initiative 
aims at equal opportunity and education for girls in 
India. In addition, specific interventions on female 
employment, programmes on the empowerment of 
adolescent girls, the Sukanya Samridhi Yojana on 
girl child prosperity and the Janani Suraksha Yojana 
for mothers advance India’s commitment to gender 
equality, and the targets of Goal 4.
 
Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao (Save the girl child, educate 
the girl child) is a campaign of the Government of 
India that aims to generate awareness and improve 
the efficiency of welfare services intended for girls in 

The overall proportion of Indian households 
with access to improved water sources 
increased from 68 per cent in 1992-93 to 89.9 

per cent in 2015-16. However, in 2015-16, 63.3 per 
cent of rural households and 19.7 per cent of urban 
households were not using improved sanitation 
facilities. Launched in 2015, AMRUT ( Atal Mission 
for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation) has 
benefited more than 40 million people in 500 cities 
across the country and has witnessed projects worth 
US$ 10.2 billion being awarded within four years of the 
mission’s launch. 
 
According to the World Bank, more than 520 million 
in India were defecating in the open – the highest 
number in the world. Today, India has become 
an Open Defecation Free nation thanks to the 
tremendous success of the Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan. 
 
AMRUT MISSION - Jal hi Jeevan Hai
 Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban 
Transformation (AMRUT) presents India’s holistic 
approach towards ameliorating civic amenities in 
urban spaces based on the tenets of efficiency, 
inclusivity and sustainability. 
 
Launched on 25th June 2015, AMRUT ( an upgraded 
version of JNNURM) seeks to achieve universal water 
supply, efficient sewerage, improved urban transport 
and the creation of green parks. The overarching 
vision of the mission is to improve the quality of life 
of people in urban spaces, especially that of the 
underserved and the disadvantaged.
 
AMRUT Mission witnessed the installation of 11 million 
Water Tap Connections, 8.5 million Sewerage and 

Septage Connections, 1,499 green spaces and 7.5 
million street lights between May 2014 and December 
2020. AMRUT has benefited more than 40 million 
people in 500 cities across the country. Projects worth 
US$ 10.2 billion have been awarded and projects 
worth US$ 1.42 billion were completed within four 
years of the mission’s launch. 
 India. The scheme was launched with initial funding 

of US$13 million. It takes a targeted approach by 
focussing on clusters in Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, 
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Bihar and Delhi. Beti Bachao 
Beti Padhao’ has yielded tremendous results. The 
gross enrolment ratio of girls across all levels of 
education is now higher than boys. At the elementary 
level, it is 94.32 per cent as against 89.28 per cent 
for boys. At the Secondary level, it is 81.32 per cent 
as compared to 78 per cent, at the higher secondary 
level girls have achieved a level of 59.70 per cent as 
compared to 57.54 per cent for boys.
 
Sukanya Samriddhi Account (Girl Child Prosperity 
Account) is a Government of India backed saving 
scheme targeted at the parents of girl children. The 
scheme encourages parents to build a fund for the 
future education and marriage expenses for their 
female child. Launched on 22 January 2015 as a 
part of the Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao campaign, the 
scheme currently provides an interest rate of 7.6 per 
cent(for the April-July 2021 quarter) and tax benefits. 
The account can be opened at any India Post office 
or branch of authorised commercial banks. The 
number of accounts opened up to October 2015 under 
Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana across the country is 
76,19,668. The impact is that 76,19,668 girl children got 
US$380 million deposited in their name.
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Swachh Bharat Abhiyan 
Swachh Bharat Mission, India’s country-wide 
sanitation drive, is the world’s largest behavioural 
change exercise to eliminate open defecation. The 
Mission was launched on 2 October 2014 for a 5-year 
period with the objective of achieving 100 per cent 
open defecation free (ODF) status and 100 per cent 
solid waste management in all Urban Local Bodies 
(ULBs). 
 
The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan has transformed into a 
people’s campaign in sanitation, especially across 
rural India. With over 80 million toilets built in the last 
four years, the mission has been the largest sanitation 

drive in the history of humankind. In the past five 
years, the Indian government has built over 107 million 
toilets. This means that it constructed 38 toilets 
every minute since the launch of the Swachh Bharat 
Mission.
 
India is processing about one lakh tonnes of waste 
every day. This figure was less than 20 per cent when 
the campaign started in 2014. All urban local bodies 
have been declared Open Defecation Free (ODF) 
and 70 per cent of solid waste is being scientifically 
processed following the launch of the mission. Under 
the Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) every household 
now has access to a toilet.
 

GOAL 7
AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY

India achieved its original target of 20 GW solar 
capacity in 2018, four years ahead of the 2022 
deadline.

India is projected to be a significant contributor 
to the rise in global energy demand, around 
one-quarter of the total energy demand. The 

government’s National Solar Mission is playing an 
important role in the work towards renewable energy, 
and interventions in rural electrification and new 
ultra-mega power projects are moving India towards 
achieving universal energy access.
 
 
National Solar Mission 
The National Solar Mission is an initiative of the 
Government of India and state governments to 
promote solar power. The mission is one of the 
several policies of the National Action Plan on Climate 
Change. Launched on 11 January 2010 with a target of 
20 GW by 2022, the programme’s target was radically 
increased to 100 GW in the 2015 Union budget of 
India. India increased its utility solar power generation 
capacity by nearly 5 times from 2,650 MW on 26 May 
2014 to 12,288.83 MW on 31 March 2017. The country 

added 9,362.65 MW in 2017–18, the highest of any 
year. The original target of 20 GW was surpassed in 
2018 (counting only utility installed capacity), four 
years ahead of the 2022 deadline.
 
In December 2014, the Government of India 
introduced a scheme to establish at least 25 solar 
parks and Ultra Mega Solar Power Projects to add 
over 20 GW of installed solar power capacity. The 
Central Government provides financial support for the 
construction of these solar projects. As of December 
2016, the Central Government has provided in-
principle approval to set up 34 solar parks across 21 
states. Each power project has a minimum capacity of 
500 MW.
 
More than 74 lakh solar lanterns and study lamps 
along with over 17 lakh home lights have been 
distributed under the Off-Grid and Decentralised Solar 
Programme.
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GOAL 8
DECENT WORK & ECONOMIC GROWTH

GOAL 9
INDUSTRY, INNOVATION  
AND INFRASTRUCTURE

If India increases its female labour-force 
participation rate by 10 per cent by 2025,  
its GDP could rise by as much as 16 per cent.

India emerged as the world’s top destination  
for Foreign Direct Investment in 2015.

India can forge its own growth path, which can rely 
on both manufacturing and services as a growth 
escalator and employment generator. India believes 

in increasing the labour force participation of women 
is a powerful tool not only to empower women but 
also to steer economic growth itself. As reported by 
the McKinsey Global Institute (2015), if India increases 
its female labour-force participation rate by 10 per 
cent by 2025, its GDP could rise by as much as 16 per 
cent as compared to the business-as-usual scenario. 
India’s desired transition to a green economy will 
have a significant impact on job skill requirements 
within sectors, occupational profiles and business 
operations. Labour market and skill policies can 
play an important role in maximizing the benefits of 
economic greening for workers. Furthermore, The 

The government’s flagship interventions like 
Make in India and Start Up India as well as 
Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Shramev Jayate 

Karyakram are fuelling innovation and sustainable 
industrial and economic development.
 
Make in India
Make in India is an initiative by the Government 
of India to encourage companies to develop, 
manufacture and assemble products in India 
and incentivize dedicated investments into 
manufacturing. The initiative targeted 25 economic 
sectors for job creation and skill enhancement and 
aimed “to transform India into a global design and 
manufacturing export hub.
 
“Make in India” had three stated objectives, namely 
increasing the manufacturing sector’s growth rate 
to 12-14 per cent per annum; creating 100 million 
additional manufacturing jobs in the economy by 
2022; ensuring that the manufacturing sector’s 
contribution to GDP is increased to 25 per cent by 
2025.
 
After the launch, India gave investment commitments 
worth US$ 220 billion and investment inquiries 
worth US$20 billion between September 2014 to 
February 2016. Consequently, India emerged as the 

top destination globally in 2015 for foreign direct 
investment (FDI), surpassing the United States and 
China, with US$ 60.1 billion in FDI. As per the current 
policy, 100 per cent Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
is permitted in all 100 sectors, except for the Space 
industry (74 per cent), defence industry (49 per 
cent) and Media of India (26 per cent).
 
In line with the ‘Make in India’ campaign, individual 
states too launched their own local initiatives, such 
as “Make in Odisha”, “Tamil Nadu Global Investors 
Meet”, “Vibrant Gujarat”, “Happening Haryana”, and 
“Magnetic Maharashtra”. 
 
The World Bank’s 2019 Ease of Doing Business 
report acknowledges India’s jump of 23 positions 
against its rank of 100 in 2017 to be now placed 
63rd amongst 190 countries. By the end of 2017, 
India had risen 42 places on the Ease of Doing 
Business Index, 32 places World Economic Forum’s 
Global Competitiveness Index, and 19 notches in 
the Logistics Performance Index, thanks to recent 
governmental initiatives, which include converges, 
synergies and enables other important Government 
of India schemes, such as Bharatmala, Sagarmala, 
Dedicated Freight Corridors, Industrial corridors, 
UDAN-RCS, Bharat Broadband Network, Digital 
India. 

circular economy is gaining increasing attention as a 
strategy for long-term prosperity and sustainability. 
India’s engineering workforce, its rapidly developing 
engineering services, R&D expertise and its geo-
position in South Asia, position it as a potential global 
hub for both frugal manufacturing and services. 
Additionally, the fourth industrial revolution is both an 
opportunity and a challenge for India.
 
The government’s National Skill Development 
Mission, Deendayal Upadhyaya Antodaya Yojana, Atal 
Innovation Mission, as well as the National Service 
Scheme and the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 
Employment Guarantee Scheme are some flagship 
programmes aimed at bringing decent work to all.
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GOAL 10
REDUCED INEQUALITY

GOAL 11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES & COMMUNITIES

Over 18 million bank accounts were opened in a 
single week as a part of India’s PMJDY financial 
inclusion programme.

By 2030, India is expected to be home to seven 
mega-cities with populations above 10 million.

The Gini coefficient of income inequality for India 
fell from 36.8 per cent in 2010 to 33.6 per cent 
in 2015. The Government of India’s emphasis 

on the three-pronged Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile 
programmes is aimed at a comprehensive strategy of 
inclusion, financial empowerment and social security. 
These priorities are in line with the Sustainable 
Development targets aimed at achieving greater 
equality and promoting the social, economic, and 
political inclusion of all by 2030.
 
 India’s National Mission for Financial Inclusion, 
known as Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana, ensures 
improved access to financial services, namely banking 

India is the fastest-growing trillion-dollar economy 
in the world. At present, urban India contributes 
about 63 per cent to the country’s GDP. This share 

is projected to rise to 75 per cent by 2030.
 
Between 2001 and 2011, the country’s urban 
population had increased by 91 million. India is 
projected to add 416 million urban dwellers between 
2018 and 2050. By 2030, India is expected to be home 
to seven mega-cities with populations above 10 
million. 68 per cent of the country’s total population 
live in rural areas, while 17 per cent of the country’s 
urban population live in slums. The Government of 
India’s Smart Cities Mission, the Jawaharlal Nehru 
National Urban Renewal Mission, and the Atal Mission 
for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation(AMRUT) 
are working to address the challenge of improving 
urban spaces. The prime minister’s Pradhan Mantri 
Awas Yojana aims to achieve housing for all by 2022.
 
Smart Cities. Smart Solutions.
Launched on 25 June 2015, India’s “100 Smart Cities 
Mission” is an urban renewal and retrofitting program 
that aims to develop smart cities across the country, 
making them sustainable and citizen-friendly. 

The vision is to create cities that are resourceful, 
resilient, inclusive, and technology-driven. Smart 
Cities Mission is thus 21’st century India’s attempt to 
unleash the power of technology in the development 
of urban spaces, driven by a spirit of cooperative and 
competitive federalism.
 
Smart Cities Mission aims to drive economic growth 
and improve the quality of life of people by enabling 
local area development and harnessing technology. 
It intends to achieve the development of 100 smart 
cities and the rejuvenation of 500 others. A corpus of 
US$14 billion has been earmarked to effectuate this 
transformation. 
 
The Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD) 
program, under which the mission was launched, 
used a competition-based method as a means 
for selecting the cities for funding. Following the 
selection of potential cities based on intra-state level 
competitions, the cities participated in inter-state 
competitions before being selected for the 100 Smart 
Cities Mission. As many as 5,151 projects worth more 
than US$ 27.77 billion are being implemented in 100 
cities under the government’s Smart Cities Mission. 
 

savings and deposit accounts, remittance, credit, 
insurance and pension in an affordable manner. 
 
Run by the Department of Financial Services, Ministry 
of Finance, 15 million bank accounts were opened on 
the inauguration day of this scheme. The Guinness 
World Records recognises the achievements made 
under PMJDY, Guinness World Records Certificate 
says “The most bank accounts opened in 1 week as a 
part of financial inclusion campaign is 18,096,130 and 
was achieved by Banks in India from 23 to 29 August 
2014”. By 1 June 2016, over 220 million bank accounts 
were opened and US$ 5.7 billion were deposited 
under the scheme.
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GOAL 12
RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION  
AND PRODUCTION

GOAL 13
CLIMATE ACTION

India has committed to reduce the emissions 
intensity of its GDP by 33-35 per cent from its 
2005 levels by 2030. 

Solar power capacity in India has increased 
eleven-fold in the last five years from 2.6 GW to 
28.18 GW.

India has been striving to reduce emissions by 
taking active steps to combat climate change. The 
emissions intensity of India’s GDP reduced by 12 

per cent between 2005 and 2010. In October 2015, 
India made a commitment to reduce the emissions 
intensity of its GDP by 20-25 per cent from its 2005 
levels by 2020 and by 33-35 per cent by 2030. On 2 
October 2016 India formally ratified the historic Paris 
Agreement. The Government of India has adopted a 
National Action Plan on Climate Change to address 
this issue directly and has also launched a National 
Mission for Green India. These national schemes are 
complemented by a host of specific programmes on 
solar energy, enhanced energy efficiency, sustainable 
habitats, water, sustaining the Himalayan ecosystem, 
and encouraging strategic knowledge for climate 
change.

The National Action Plan on Climate change was 
formally launched on June 30th, 2008. The NAPCC 
identifies measures that promote development 
objectives while also yielding co-benefits for 
addressing climate change effectively. There are 
eight “National Missions” which form the core of 
the National action plan by focusing on promoting 
understanding of climate change, adaptation and 
mitigation, energy efficiency and natural resource 
conservation.
 
The eight missions are National Solar Mission; 
National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency; 
National Mission on Sustainable Habitat; National 
Water Mission; National Mission for Sustaining the 
Himalayan Ecosystem; National Mission for a Green 
India; National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture and 
National Mission on Strategic Knowledge for Climate 
Change
 
The National Solar Mission is arguably the most 
important component of India’s NAPCC. The objective 
of the mission is to increase the share of solar energy 

While India is home to 18 per cent of the 
world’s population, it has only 4 per 
cent of global water resources. The 

generation of waste and pollutants also poses 
a challenge. Only 19.9 per cent of India’s urban 
waste is processed. India is the third-highest 
emitter of carbon dioxide and is responsible for 
6.9 per cent of global emissions. 
 
Acknowledging the importance of responsible 
consumption and production, India has made a 
commitment to reduce the emissions intensity 
of its GDP by 20-25 per cent from its 2005 levels 
by 2020 and by 33-35 per cent by 2030. On 2 
October 2016 India formally ratified the historic 
Paris Agreement. The National Policy on Biofuels 
and the National Clean Energy Fund are some 
of the government’s flagship schemes aimed 
at achieving sustainable consumption and 
production, and managing the efficient use of 
natural resources.
 
The National Clean Energy Fund (NCEF) is a 
fund created in 2010-11 using the carbon tax - 
clean energy cess - for funding research and 
innovative projects in clean energy technologies 
of public sector or private sector entities, up 
to the extent of 40 per cent of the total project 
cost. Assistance is available as a loan or as 
viability gap funding, as deemed fit by the Inter-
Ministerial group, which decides on the merits 
of such projects. The Fund is designed as a 
non-lapsable fund under Public Accounts and 
with its secretariat in Plan Finance II Division, 
Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance.

in the total energy mix of the country, while also 
expanding the scope of other renewable sources. The 
mission also calls for the launch of a research and 
development (R&D) programme that, with the help 
of international cooperation, would look into creating 
more cost-effective, sustainable and convenient solar 
power systems.
 
Solar power capacity in India has increased an 
astounding eleven-fold in the last five years from 2.6 
GW to 28.18 GW. 42 solar parks of aggregate capacity 
of 23,499 MW had been approved in 17 states by 
March 2019. A record 100 billion+ units of renewable 
electricity was generated in 2019.
 
India’s largest Solar Park of 2,000 MW is under 
installation in Pavagada. The country has the 5th 
largest installed capacity of solar power in the world. 
In addition, 60 solar cities have been approved and 
US$ 1.3 billion have been allocated for setting up 50 
solar parks of 40GW. 
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GOAL 14
LIFE BELOW WATER

India’s Project Crocodile has been a stellar 
success in the conservation of crocodiles.

According to India’s Fifth National Report to the 
Convention of Biological Diversity 2014, India 
has a long coastline of about 7,517 km in length 

which sustains and provides a source of livelihood to 
over 250 million people. India is the second-largest 
producer of fish in the world. The Indian government’s 
Sagarmala Project, also known as the Blue Revolution, 
is working to improve the state of India’s ports and 
coastlines. To conserve marine ecosystems, the 
government has undertaken a National Plan for the 
Conservation of Aquatic Eco-systems. Coastal and 
marine biodiversity protection is a key area of focus 
for India. Project Dolphin and Project Crocodile are 
two important success stories that demonstrate the 
steps India has taken to conserve life below water.
 
NPCA is a single conservation programme for both 

wetlands and lakes. It is a centrally sponsored 
scheme, currently being implemented by the Union 
Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF). It 
was formulated in 2015 by merging the National 
Lake Conservation Plan and the National Wetlands 
Conservation Programme. NPCA seeks to promote 
better synergy and avoid overlap of administrative 
functions.
 
The government has proposed the concept of 
‘Wetland Health Card’ to be introduced to monitor 
the entire ecosystem based on multiple parameters. 
In order to increase community engagement, the 
government declared to form ‘Wetland Mitras’ (the 
group of self-motivated individuals) for taking care of 
the identified wetlands across the country.

Project Dolphin
The Indian Prime Minister had announced the 
government’s plan to launch Project Dolphin 
to save both river and marine dolphins. The 
Ganges River Dolphin is the National Aquatic 
Animal of India and an endangered species 
under the CITES framework. It is found 
mainly in the Indian subcontinent, particularly 
in the Ganga-Brahmaputra-Meghna and 
Karnaphuli-Sangu river systems and in the 
Ganga’s tributaries.

On a similar note, the population of dolphins 
in Chilika, India’s largest brackish water lake, 
and along the Odisha coast has doubled 
this year compared to last year. The lake is 
home to the endangered Irrawaddy dolphins. 
Combining the synergy of ecological 
restoration and species conservation, the 
National Mission for Clean Ganga celebrates 
5th October as National Ganga River Dolphin 
Day.
 
Project Crocodile
Project Crocodile was started in 1975 with 
the aid of the United Nations Development 
Programme and FAO. The Gharial (Gavialis 
gangeticus), a Critically Endangered species 
endemic to the Indian Subcontinent, 
was accorded the greatest priority in the 
conservation effort following the data from a 
1974 survey that set the alarm bells ringing in 
the scientific community: the gharials of India 
were on the brink of extinction, numbering all 
but 200.
 
Project Crocodile geared around an intensive 
captive breeding and rearing programme to 
create a large crocodile population that would 
be ultimately translocated to Protected Areas. 
Consequently, sixteen crocodile rehabilitation 
centres and five crocodile sanctuaries were 
established between 1975 and 1982. 
 
Eight hundred and seventy-nine gharials, 
190 estuarine crocodiles, and 493 muggers 
were released in the wild in that period. 
By 1991, over 5,000 captively bred gharials 
were reared and released in the wild. 
The programme helped save the gharial 
from near-extinction and has been hailed 
the world over as a stellar success in the 
conservation of the crocodilian species. 
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GOAL 15
LIFE ON LAND

India has doubled the number of its tigers in 
2018, four years ahead of the deadline set under 
the St Petersburg Declaration.

In India, forest cover is now 21 per cent and 
protected areas cover around 5 per cent of the 
country’s total land area. India is one of 17 mega-

biodiverse countries in the world. With only 2.4 per 
cent of the earth’s land area, it accounts for 7-8 per 
cent of the world’s recorded species. As India is home 
to around 8 per cent of the world’s biodiversity, which 
includes many species found nowhere else in the 
world, the country is committed to achieving the Aichi 
targets of the Convention on Biological Diversity and 
is also an active participant in the implementation of 
the Nagoya Protocol. India’s National Afforestation 
Programme and a national programme on the 
Integrated Development of Wildlife Habitats are 
core projects aimed at the conservation of land 
ecosystems. Two specific schemes – Project Tiger 
and Project Elephant – Project Rhino have been a 
resounding success in the conservation of two of the 
country’s most majestic species of animals.
 
Project Tiger
Project Tiger is a tiger conservation programme 
launched in April 1973 to ensure a viable tiger 
population and reduce factors that lead to the 
depletion of tiger habitats.
 
India had only around 1800 tigers when the project 
was launched. The success of this project can be 
gauged by the fact that the current tiger population in 
India has increased to 2967, as per the Tiger Census 
2018-19. Incidentally, the Census has entered the 
Guinness Book of World Records as being the biggest 
tiger survey ever.
 

According to the report, India has 70 per cent of 
the world’s tigers, and with this, India has fulfilled 
its resolve to double its tiger numbers, four years 
ahead of the target (2022) set by the St Petersburg 
Declaration.
 
Project Rhino
The conservation of The Greater One-Horned 
Rhinoceros is one of the greatest feats achieved by 
India in species conservation. The rapidly declining 
rhino numbers, primarily caused by poaching and 
habitat loss, had led to the species being classified as 
“endangered” in 1986 by the IUCN. 
In 2008, the IUCN reclassified the species as 
vulnerable, thanks to the steady growth in the rhino 
population owing to India’s determined conservation 
measures.
 
The conservation efforts were significantly upgraded 
in 2005 with the launch of the Indian Rhino Vision 
2020 - an ambitious effort to attain a wild population 
of 3,000 greater one-horned rhinos spread over seven 
protected areas in the Indian state of Assam by the 
year 2020. While the target of attaining a population of 
3,000 rhinos has been achieved, the relocation of the 
animals could be achieved in one of the four target 
areas. 
 
The tremendous success of rhino conservation in 
India may be gauged by the fact that the numbers of 
the Indian One-Horned Rhinos surged from a mere 75 
in 1905 to over 3600 in 2020.
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GOAL 16
PEACE, JUSTICE & STRONG  
INSTITUTIONS

At 1.4 million, India has the world’s largest 
number of women in elected positions of local 
self government bodies.
 

Maintenance of peace and the creation of 
strong institutions are crucial for the well-
being of the world’s largest democracy. 

India has prioritised the strengthening of justice 
through government initiatives including Pragati 
Platform, a public grievance redressal system, and 
the Development of Infrastructure Facilities for the 
Judiciary including Gram Nyayalayas for villages.

Panchayati Raj Institutions for Local Self-
Governance
India’s establishment of Panchayati Raj Institutions 
has become a glorious chapter in strengthening 
global democratic processes and ushering in self-
governance in its truest sense. These rural local 
self-government institutions in India have played 

a significant role in transforming the world’s 
largest democracy from formal democracy to a 
participatory one.

Created by the 73rd Constitutional Amendment 
of the Constitution of India, 1992 which added 
part IX in the Constitution of India, Panchayati 
Raj Institutions have facilitated democracy at 
grass root level in the country - through the 
establishment of the Panchayati Raj System. This 
forms the backbone of our country’s democratic 
system, provided with constitutional recognition 
as they form the village legislature and involve the 
local population in governance. The Panchayati 
Raj system has a long history of an increase in 
the representation of marginalized people of 
society like SCs, STs and OBCs and women. It 
has improved the overall health, education and 
sanitation infrastructure of India’s villages. 

The PRIs have succeeded in creating another 
layer of government and political representation 
at the grassroots level. There are about 250,000 
PRIs and urban local bodies, and over three 
million elected local government representatives 
in India. These institutions of self-governance 
have also radically transformed the gender 
representation scenario in local government 
bodies. The 73rd and 74th Amendments required 
that no less than one-third of the total seats 
in local bodies should be reserved for women. 
At 1.4 million, India has the most women 
in elected positions. Seats and sarpanch / 
pradhan positions were also reserved for SC/ST 
candidates.

Research on India’s PRIs has shown that 
having female political representation in local 
governments makes women more likely to come 
forward and report crimes. In districts with female 
sarpanches, significantly greater investments 
are made in drinking water and public goods. 
Moreover, the states have also provided the 
statutory safeguards for many devolution 
provisions, which have considerably empowered 
local governments.
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Goal 2: Zero Hunger
Kerala, Chandigarh

Goal 5: Gender Equality

Goal 7: A�ordable and Clean Enery

Chhattisgarh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Goal 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
Goa, Lakshadweep

Goal 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
Himachal Pradesh, Chandigarh

Goal 10: Reduced Inequality
Meghalaya, Chandigarh

Goal 4: Quality Education
Kerala, Chandigarh

Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Haryana, 
Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, 

Maharashtra, Mizoram, Punjab, Rajasthan, 
Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, 

Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, 

Delhi, Jammu and Kashmir, Ladakh

Goal 13: Climate Action
Odisha, Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Goal 15: Life on Land
Arunachal Pradesh, Chandigarh

Goal 16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions 
Uttarakhand, Puducherry

Goal 1: No Poverty
Tamil Nadu, Delhi

Goal 3: Good Health and Well-being
Gujarat, Delhi

Goal 14: Life Below Water
Odisha

Goal 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
Gujarat, Delhi

Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
Punjab, Chandigarh

Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
Tripura, Jammu and Kashmir, Ladakh
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GOAL 17
PARTNERSHIPS TO ACHIEVE THE GOALS

India-led International Solar Alliance is the 
largest grouping of states worldwide after the 
United Nations.

India lives by the maxim of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam, 
a belief that views the World as One Family. The 
country has meaningfully engaged with national 

and international bodies so as to ensure peace, 
stability and progress of this Global Family. Whether 
it is its immense contribution in bringing the world 
to its senses in the Cold War era through the Non-
Alignment Movement or its partnership with nations 
to forge the International Solar Alliance, India has 
always believed in the trinity of peace, partnerships 
and progress.
 
The Government of India is an important part of this 
new global partnership, and it has been strengthened 
by the country’s efforts to build networks within the 
region and with the world. South-South cooperation 
has been a crucial part of this, as is India’s 
membership and leadership in institutions like the 
Shanghai Cooperation Organization, The International 
Solar Alliance BRICS and its New Development 
Bank, and the South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation, as well as with UN agencies and 
programmes around the world.
 
International Solar Alliance
The International Solar Alliance (ISA) is a treaty-
based intergovernmental organization of 121 countries 
initiated by India, most of them being ‘sunshine 

countries’, which lie either completely or partly 
between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of 
Capricorn. The primary objective of the alliance is 
to work for efficient consumption of solar energy to 
reduce dependence on fossil fuels. After the United 
Nations, it is the largest grouping of states worldwide.
 
The initiative was launched by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi at the India Africa Summit and a 
meeting of member countries ahead of the 2015 
United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris 
in November 2015. The framework agreement of the 
International Solar Alliance opened for signatures 
in Marrakesh, Morocco, in November 2016, and 200 
countries have joined. 
 
The alliance has committed one trillion dollars as 
an investment, and it is committed to making the 
costs of solar power more affordable for remote and 
inaccessible communities. The alliance will endorse 
India in achieving its goal of generating 100 GW of 
solar energy and 175 GW of renewable energy by 
2022. The organisation is also seen as an alliance by 
the developing countries to form a united front and to 
undertake research and development for making solar 
power equipment within developing countries.

GOAL-WISE TOP STATES/UTs
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HE ALTH & 
WELLNESS

27 January - 02 February, 2022 
The Health & Wellness sector in India combines 
the ancient tradition of Ayurveda with the latest 
advancements made in the medical sciences.
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India occupies 2.4 per cent of the total land area 
of the world while supporting 16.7 per cent of the 
global population. Over 1.3 billion people call India 

their home. India’s Health & Wellness sector not only 
caters to the needs of over a billion lives but also to 
the needs of a substantial number of people from 
around the world. One of the largest sectors in terms 
of revenue and employment, India’s healthcare sector, 
pegged at US$ 160 billion in 2017, is estimated to 
reach US$ 372 billion by 2022.

The Health & Wellness sector in India is a melange 
of systems and practices catering to diverse groups 
of people. It combines the ancient tradition of 
Ayurveda with cutting edge technology of the latest 
advancements made in the medical sciences; it 
offers the rejuvenating power of Yoga along with the 
effective outreach of Telemedicine. Furthermore, the 
Indian healthcare system has a space for everyone 
- on the one hand, it has emerged as the leading 
Medical Tourism destination in the world, while on 
the other, it runs the world’s largest government-
funded healthcare program catering to the needs of 
the underprivileged. The undeniable relevance of this 
“Pharmacy of the World” has been witnessed in its 
role in effectively combating the COVID-19 pandemic 
not only by launching the largest vaccination drive 

in human history but also by doing so after having 
helped fellow nations in their fight against the 
pandemic, thereby staying true to its maxim of 
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam.

The Indian Healthcare sector has been growing at 
an unprecedented rate. Rising income levels, better 
health awareness, lifestyle diseases and increasing 
access to insurance have been some of the major 
factors fuelling the expansion of the healthcare 
market in India. With an increasing demand for 
affordable and quality healthcare, expansion of 
health insurance is only set to accelerate in the 
coming years. In FY21, gross direct premium income 
underwritten by health insurance companies grew 
13.3 per cent YoY to US$ 7.9 billion. The health 
segment has a 29.5 per cent share in the total gross 
written premiums earned in the country. 

In Budget 2021, India’s public expenditure on 
healthcare stood at 1.2 per cent as a percentage of 
the GDP. The government of India aims to more than 
double its healthcare spending to 3 per cent of the 
GDP by 2022. Furthermore, the Indian government is 
planning to introduce a credit incentive programme 
worth US$ 6.8 billion to boost the country’s 
healthcare infrastructure. By FY22, Indian healthcare 

HEALTH & WELLNESS

 Moving Towards 
a Healthier World

The Indian Healthcare sector has been growing at an unprecedented rate. 
With an increasing demand for affordable and quality healthcare, expansion  

of health insurance is only set to accelerate in the coming years.
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infrastructure is expected to reach US$ 349.1 
billion.

A huge proportion of the healthcare sector 
in India is composed of the hospital industry. 
With over 55,000 hospitals and lakhs of clinics 
and healthcare delivery centres, the hospital 
sector constitutes the largest segment of 
the healthcare industry in India. The hospital 
industry, accounting for 80 per cent of the total 
healthcare market, is witnessing a huge investor 
demand from both global as well as domestic 
investors. This segment is expected to reach 
US$ 132 billion by 2023 from US$ 61.8 billion in 
2017, growing at a CAGR of 16-17 per cent.

The healthcare sector is one of the largest 
employers of skilled workers in India. It is 
estimated that between 2017- 2022, the 
healthcare sector will be adding 2.7 million new 

billion target for India’s  
healthcare sector by 2022

jobs in India. This means that the industry will 
have generated 5,00,000 new jobs every year. 
The massive potential for employment in this 
sector is reflected in an ever-increasing number 
of people who choose to enter the workforce: 
the number of allopathic doctors with 
recognised medical qualifications registered 
with the state and national medical councils 
increased from 0.83 million in 2010 to 1.27 million 
in July 2021. 

India is also emerging as one of the most 
preferred destinations for equipment 
manufacturers, increasingly asserting its role in 
the global medical devices industry. The country 
has also become one of the leading destinations 
for high-end diagnostic services with 
tremendous capital investment for advanced 
diagnostic facilities. 

US$ 372
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Hold the Healing  
Hand of Nature

AYUSH

The Indian AYUSH market currently stands at US$ 10 billion 
and is projected to witness a 50 per cent increase by 2025.

India, home to the ancient AYUSH system of 
medicine has combined its 2nd millennium BC 
legacy with 21st-century cutting-edge technology 

to create an ever-expanding US$ 10 billion wellness 
industry. This industry is projected to grow by 50 per 
cent in the next four years.

AYUSH (Sanskrit, for Longevity) is the acronym for 
Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and 
Homeopathy and represents a combination of the 
abovementioned six Indian systems of medicine. 
AYUSH has a track record of being natural, safe and 
effective when compared with artificially produced 
allopathic alternatives. To put the economic scale of 
this system into perspective, the Ayurveda component 
of AYUSH alone generates about US$ 2 billion in the 
global market. India is the first country to develop the 
system of AYUSH and the second largest exporter of 
natural medicines in the world.

India’s resolve to restore Natural Medicine to its 
prime position from which it had hitherto been 
displaced to the domain of ‘alternative medicine’ 
is reflected by the following facts:

•  India is the first country to have a full-fledged 
Ministry of AYUSH, with permission for 100 per 
cent FDI in the sector. This makes it the most 
coveted investment destination for AYUSH 
industries. In July 2021, the Union Cabinet 
approved the continuation of the National Ayush 
Mission, responsible for the development of 
traditional medicines in India, as a centrally 
sponsored scheme until 2026.

•  India has medical graduates manning over 3000 
hospitals and 500 colleges dedicated to the 
proliferation of AYUSH practices. Manufacturing 
companies in India have generated US$ 
2.8 billion in revenue and exhibit signs of 
unprecedented expansion in the future.

•  With a decadal trend of 300 per cent growth in 
the outlay for AYUSH, the industry has gained 
tremendously from National Health Policy 2017 
which emphasizes government-led growth in 
healthcare.

•  In June 2021, Bolo Indya, a domestic social live 
streaming platform, partnered with the Ministry 
of AYUSH to improve awareness for traditional 
Indian methods of medicines and care such 
as Siddha, Yoga, Unani and Ayurveda to boost 
healthy living among citizens. The initiative is 
expected to reach out to over 10 million citizens 
in the next 12 months.

Chant “plant” for flower power
India is one of the Largest Exporters of Natural 
Medicine in the World. The impact that AYUSH 
systems can create by harnessing India’s rich 
biotic resources is reflected by the fact that at 
the turn of the 21st century, 11 per cent of WHO’s 
Trusted Source of “basic and essential 252 drugs’’ 
were “exclusively of flowering plant origin”. The 
phenomenal projection of a 38.5 per cent CAGR 
increase in the market for medicinal plants 
speaks volumes of the diverse applications of 
the yet untapped potential of the Indian flora. 
This becomes especially important when one 
considers that India is one of the largest exporters 
of natural medicine in the world.

The Global Ayurveda Market is expected to reach 
US$ 9.791 billion by 2022, growing at a CAGR 
of 16.2 per cent from 2015 to 2022. The Indian 
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Ayurvedic Industry had an estimated size of US$ 3 
billion, as of 2016. AYUSH products have made a foray 
into India’s FMCG markets and have been performing 
exceptionally well. The fast-moving consumer goods 
(FMCG) sector is India’s fourth-largest sector, with 
household and personal care accounting for 50 per 
cent of FMCG sales in India. The FMCG market in 
India is expected to increase at a CAGR OF 14.9 per 
cent to reach US$ 220 billion by 2025, up from US 110 
billion in 2020. The increasing penetration of India’s 
AYUSH product in the FMCG sector speaks volumes 
of its potential. It has been estimated that by 2017, 
about 77 per cent of Indian households had started 
using one or more Ayurvedic products. By 2022, this 
market is projected to rise threefold to US$ 8 billion. 

Integrating economics, ethics and ecology, AYUSH 
exemplifies the idea of inclusive medicine by 
transforming both rural and urban healthcare. India is 
actively involved in the expansion and development 
of AYUSH industries through governmental 
interventions. AYUSH, by virtue of being cost-
effective, has the potential to include great swathes 
of patients left out by the system of allopathic 

medicine. In this regard, the Pradhan Mantri 
Bhartiya Janaushadhi Pariyojana (PMBJP) is an 
ambitious countrywide drive on inclusive medicine 
wherein generic medicines are distributed in 6500 
countrywide outlets at rates 50-90 per cent lower 
than the market value. PMBJP has also been a huge 
boost to AYUSH industries as over 70 ayurvedic 
drugs have been included in the medicine basket.

#Goyoga
Originating in India about 5000 years ago, the 
practice of Yoga (Sanskrit, for Union), with its 
philosophical basis in the Yoga School of Thought, 
embodies a holistic approach to physical, spiritual 
and mental well-being. Truly, yoga is an ancient gift 
that the world has received from India, a country at 
whose behest the UN decided to mark 21st June as 
International Yoga Day.
 
We live in a world where over half of the 200 million 
Yoga practitioners are of Indian origin, in a global 
yoga market whose size was US$ 37.5 billion as 
of 2019. This figure is projected to reach US$ 66.2 
billion by 2027. Indian destinations like Rishikesh, 
Auroville, Dharamshala and Varanasi have 
witnessed a surge in yoga tourism where a plethora 
of yoga studios and retreats are being set up aided 
by generous tax rebates and FDI inflows. 
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Providing the 
Prescribed Panacea 

India is the largest producer and exporter of generic medicine in the world, catering to 
around 60 per cent of global demand for vaccines. India ranks 3rd worldwide for drug 
production by volume and 14th by value. India has the highest number of US-FDA compliant 

Pharma plants outside of the USA and is home to more than 3,000 pharma companies with a 
strong network of over 10,500 manufacturing facilities.

The pharmaceutical industry in India offers 60,000 generic brands across 60 therapeutic 
categories. The API industry is the third world’s largest, and it has 57 per cent of APIs on the 
WHO. Between April 2000 and June 2021, FDI inflows for the drugs and pharmaceuticals 
sector stood at US$ 18.12 billion, according to the data released by the Department for 
Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT).

India is the largest manufacturer of vaccines in the world, 
contributing 60 per cent to the global vaccine supply.

INDIA - THE WORLD’S PHARMACY

The World’s Pharmacy Goes Live
Telemedicine and government initiatives like e-health, 
combined with tax benefits and incentives, are driving 
the latest healthcare trends in the Indian sector. The 
telemedicine market in India is expected to rise at a 
CAGR of 20 per cent reaching US$ 32 million by 2022.

The healthcare sector in India has been taking 
active steps to exploit the size and opportunities 
provided by the rising popularity of e-health in the 
country. Significantly, the success of e-pharmacy 
companies mushrooming across the length and 
breadth of the country during the COVID-19 pandemic 
has been phenomenal, to say the least. The global 
e-pharmacy market is estimated to grow by more 
than US$ 244 billion in 2027. The e-pharmacy market 
in India, estimated to be over $512 million in 2018, 
is expected to grow at a CAGR of 63 per cent to 
reach $3,657 million by 2022. On looking back, one 
might view 2021 as the inflection point in the Indian 
e-pharmacy market as this was a tumultuous year 
that saw people’s entire lifestyles being moulded and 
behavioural changes being established. Relying on 
e-pharmacies to get a dose of one’s medicine has 
been one such behavioural shift, something that is 
unlikely to get reversed anytime soon. According 
to a RedSeer survey, over 70 per cent of users are 
willing to use e-pharmacy post the pandemic. The 
COVID-19 pandemic has made a lot of e-pharmacies 
a household name in the country. NetMeds, 1MG, 
Pharmeasy, EasyMedico and MedLife, Apollo 
Pharmacy are only some of the names that have 
managed to exploit the e-pharmacy boom of 2021. 
Consequently, the sector has been attracting many 
investors who smell great opportunity as the world’s 
pharmacy goes live. 

Hot on the heels of the private sector, the government 
has been equally keen on adapting to the winds of 
change by adopting a concordant drift. Some of the 
initiatives taken by the government in this regard 
include: 
 
•  September 2021 saw the launch of The Ayushman 

Bharat Digital Mission. The mission will connect 
the digital health solutions of hospitals across the 
country with each other.

•  As of November 18, 2021, 638 e-Hospitals were 
established across India as part of the central 
government’s ‘Digital India’ initiative.

•  By September 21, 2021, the Health Ministry’s 
e-Sanjeevani telemedicine service has crossed  
12 million teleconsultations since its launch,  
enabling patient-to-doctor consultations, from 
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the confines of their homes, and doctor-to-doctor 
consultations.

•  Additionally, May 2021 saw the launch of ‘Services 
e-Health Assistance & Tele-consultation (SeHAT)’ 
OPD portal to provide telemedicine services to 
armed forces personnel and veterans.

Combating the COVID Challenge
India has administered over 1.4 billion doses 
of COVID-19 vaccines to its population. The 
National COVID-19 vaccination drive of India is 
the world’s largest vaccination drive and has been 
unprecedented in both scale and reach. India is 
the largest manufacturer of vaccines in the world, 
contributing 60 per cent to the global vaccine supply. 

It has the capacity to manufacture well over 3 billion 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccine doses 
annually. Besides the monumental achievement of 
vaccinating its massive population, India’s response 
to COVID-19 was marked by something that is rarely 
witnessed in international cooperation during times of 
crisis. Instead of playing by the rulebook of prioritising 
one’s self-interest in the international arena, India 
decided to prioritize the interests of the most afflicted 
nations, thus acting on its age-old philosophy of 
“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam” - of viewing the World 
As One Family. India, driven by its ‘Neighbourhood 
First’ policy and spurred on by its acknowledgement 
as a “net security provider” of the region, began 
providing COVID-19 vaccines on a priority basis to 
its immediate neighbours. This was in early 2021. By 

March 2021, India had exported more vaccines than it 
had administered to its own citizens—60 million doses 
had been dispatched to 76 countries, while 52 million 
doses had been administered to Indian citizens. This 
selfless act on India’s part played a major role in 
mitigating the onslaught of the COVID-19 countries in 
many neighbouring nations. India’s ability to produce 
low-cost COVID-19 vaccines has been used to benefit 
low-income countries that cannot afford expensive 
vaccines, thus directing its resources in the service of 
the greater good of humanity. 

Vaccine Maitri ( Vaccine Friendship) is a humanitarian 
initiative undertaken by the Indian government to 
provide COVID-19 vaccines to countries around the 
world. The government started providing vaccines 

on 20 January 2021. As of 9 May 2021, India had 
delivered around 66.3 million doses of vaccines to 
95 countries. Of these, 10.7 million doses were gifted 
to 47 countries by the Government of India. 200,000 
doses of COVID-19 vaccines were gifted by India to 
the UN peacekeepers on 27 March to be distributed 
to all peacekeeping missions. Two vaccines from 
India - Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin and Astra Zeneca’s 
Covishield manufactured by the Serum Institute of 
India) have been successful in medically safeguarding 
India’s population along with that of 100+ countries 
in the world. In July 2021, India made its Covid-19 
vaccination platform, CoWIN, open source for all 
countries. Almost 76 countries have displayed interest 
in leveraging the CoWIN platform to manage their 
national COVID-19 vaccination drives.
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For Health  
& Longevity

Targeting more than 500 million 
beneficiaries, the Ayushman 
Bharat-Pradhan Mantri Jan 

Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) is the largest 
government-funded healthcare 
program in the world. This flagship 
scheme of the Government of India 
was launched as recommended by 
the National Health Policy 2017, to 
achieve the vision of Universal Health 
Coverage (UHC). This initiative has 
been designed to meet Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) and its 
underlying commitment, which is to 
“leave no one behind.” 

Ayushman Bharat is an attempt to 
move from a sectoral and segmented 
approach of health service delivery to 
a comprehensive need-based health 
care service. This scheme aims to 
undertake path-breaking interventions 

AYUSHMAN BHARAT 

The Ayushman Bharat scheme aims to 
undertake path-breaking interventions 
to holistically address the healthcare 
system at the primary, secondary and 
tertiary levels.

to holistically address the healthcare 
system (covering prevention, promotion 
and ambulatory care) at the primary, 
secondary and tertiary levels. Ayushman 
Bharat adopts a continuum of care 
approach, consisting of two interrelated 
components, which are Health and 
Wellness Centres (HWCs) and Pradhan 
Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PM-JAY)

In February 2018, the Government of 
India announced the creation of 1,50,000 
Health and Wellness Centres (HWCs) by 
transforming the existing Sub Centres 
and Primary Health Centres. These 
centres are to deliver Comprehensive 
Primary Health Care (CPHC) bringing 
healthcare closer to the homes of people. 
They cover both maternal and child 
health services and non-communicable 
diseases, including free essential drugs 
and diagnostic services.

The second component under 
Ayushman Bharat is the Pradhan 
Mantri Jan Arogya Yojna or PM-JAY as 
it is popularly known. Ayushman Bharat 
PM-JAY is the largest health assurance 
scheme in the world which aims at 
providing a health cover of around US$ 
6700 per family per year for secondary 
and tertiary care hospitalization to 
over 107 million poor and vulnerable 
families (approximately 500 million 
beneficiaries) that form the bottom 40 
per cent of the Indian population. The 
households included are based on the 
deprivation and occupational criteria 
of Socio-Economic Caste Census 2011 
(SECC 2011) for rural and urban areas 
respectively. PM-JAY is fully funded 
by the Government and the cost of 
implementation is shared between the 
Central and State Governments.
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Travelling for 
Treatment

The global medical travel market 
is valued at US$ 44.8 billion with 
a CAGR of 21.1 per cent till 2025. 

India, by virtue of being the 2nd most 
visited medical tourism destination 
in Asia, is a major player in the global 
medical tourism market. According to 
a Ministry of Tourism Report, foreign 
tourist arrivals on medical visas 
increased by a whopping 140 per cent 
between 2013 and 2015. 

The Indian medical tourism market 
was valued at US$ 2.89 billion in 2020 
and is expected to reach US$ 13.42 
billion by 2026. According to India 
Tourism Statistics at a Glance 2020 
report, close to 697,300 foreign tourists 
arrived in India for medical treatment 
in FY19. India has been ranked 10th in 
the Medical Tourism Index (MTI) for 
2020-21 out of 46 destinations by the 
Medical Tourism Association.

MEDICAL TOURISM

Foreign tourist arrivals on medical visas 
increased by a whopping 140 per cent 
between 2013 and 2015.

 India’s competitive advantage in 
the medical tourism sector lies in its 
large pool of well-trained medical 
professionals. India is also cost-
competitive compared to its peers 
in Asia and Western countries. 
The cost of surgery in India is 
about one-tenth of that in the US 
or Western Europe. With the goal 
of providing the highest quality 
treatment at the lowest cost, India 
has transformed itself into a world-
class leader in organ transplantation, 
in-vitro fertilisation and complicated 
cardiac, cosmetic and orthopaedic 
surgeries. Exceptional patient care 
and diagnostic services, numerous 
Joint Commission International 
(JCI)-Accredited Hospitals, a vast 
pool of English-speaking medical 
professionals, a highly relaxed visa 
policy and a healthcare system offering 
treatments at 10 per cent of the cost 

in developed countries have all gone 
into the making of India as a world 
leader in the field of Medical Tourism. 
In July 2021, the Ministry of Tourism 
established the ‘National Medical & 
Wellness Tourism Board’ to promote 
Medical and Wellness Tourism in 
India.

The Healthcare Industry in India 
with its 100 per cent FDI under the 
automatic route, a longstanding 
legacy of indigenous knowledge, 
a bounteous reservoir of biotic 
resources, stable institutional 
infrastructure, an abundance of 
skilled manpower and a teeming 
customer base is on a definitive path 
to exponential growth. What remains 
to be seen is who accompanies 
the industry in its sure-fire way to 
success.
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28 January – 3 February, 2022
Tamil Nadu has a legacy of ancient tradition and  
a rich cultural heritage. It is also among the most  

Industrialised and Urbanised states in India.

TAMIL NADU
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Technology Tethered  
to Tradition

TAMIL NADU 

With a US$ 262 billion strong and resilient 
economy, Tamil Nadu has the 2nd highest GDP 

amongst Indian states and has exhibited a 6 per 
cent per annum growth in the last five years.

A manufacturing giant, Tamil Nadu is a leader in automobile manufacturing, 
Electronics System Development and Maintenance (EDSM) and textile 
production. Home to 80+ Fortune Global 500 Companies, the state is one of 

the most attractive investment destinations in South Asia and has attracted US$ 52 
billion in fresh investments in the last three years. It is also South Asia’s most globalized 
industry ecosystem that is well-integrated into the global value chain of over 100+ 
countries. 

Tamil Nadu is a leader amongst Indian states across a number of domains. Tamil Nadu 
is the most industrialized state in India and ranks 1st in India’s SAAs ecosystem. It is 
also the most urbanized state amongst large Indian states and ranks 1st in automobile 
exports, computer & electronics manufacturing services and textile production and 
exports in India. The state is amongst the top 10 manufacturing hubs in the world with 
over 1.7 million installed capacity of car production. It is also the EV manufacturing 
capital of South Asia. This manufacturing hotspot is well connected to a large number 
of ports. The state makes great use of the synergies of land, labour, location capital and 
industry-friendly policies the state has to offer.
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The state has had a long history of being one 
of the most active maritime trading regions in 
India. At present, Tamil Nadu exports a number 
of goods and services around the world. Some 
o these include Tea, Coffee, Spices, Cashew, 
Agricultural And Processed Foods, Marine 
Products, Auto Components and Auto Parts, 
Engineering Goods, Ores And Minerals, Finished 
Leather And Leather Goods, Drugs, Pharma, 
Fine Chemicals And Cosmetics, Gems And 
Jewellery, Computer Software and Electronic 
Goods and Textile and Handicrafts, among 
others. 
 
Tamil Nadu has a legacy of ancient tradition 
and a rich cultural heritage. Tamil is amongst 
the oldest surviving languages in the world and 
the primary spoken language of the state. Tamil 
has the oldest extant literature among Dravidian 
languages in India. Sangam literature, the 
earliest period of Tamil literature, is dated from 
ca. 300 BCE- 300 CE.

The earliest epigraphic records found on rock 
edicts and ‘hero stones’ date from around the 
3rd century BC. About 60,000 of the 100,000 
odd inscriptions found by the Archaeological 
Survey of India in India are in Tamil Nadu. Of 
them, most are in Tamil, with only about 5 per 
cent in languages other than Tamil. The two 
earliest manuscripts from India acknowledged 
and registered by the UNESCO ‘Memory of the 

World’ register in 1997 and 2005, were written in 
Tamil.
 
One of the most culturally rich places in India; 
architectural wonders adorn this state, such as 
the awe-inspiring sculptures at the shore temple 
in Mahabalipuram and the Brihadeshwara 
Temple in Tanjore, which is an exemplary 
milestone of fully realized Tamil architecture. 
The temple culture of Tamil Nadu has had an 
immense influence on the flowering of various 
art forms in the state, of which the evolution 
of various dance forms is rooted in the idea of 
devotion wherein the dance performed is the 
devotee’s offering to the deity. This is reflected 
in the number of dance forms that the state has 
produced. Bharatanatyam, one of India’s oldest 
classical dance traditions originated in Tamil 
Nadu. Other dance forms of Tamil Nadu include 
Chakkai Attam, Devaraattam, Kai Silambu 
Attam, Karagattam, Mayil Attam and Oyilattam, 
among others. Besides dance forms, Tamil Nadu 
is also home to Silambam, a weapon-based 
Indian martial art form.
 
Tamil Nadu has the 3rd longest coastline in the 
country. This 1,076 km long coastline is linked 
to 4 major and 22 minor ports. The upcoming 
greenfield port in Enayam near Kanyakumari 
connects India to a high-density shipping route 
in the Indian ocean.
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The state’s close proximity to East Asian trade is a 
historically proven advantage in addition to strong 
infrastructural support and trade-friendly policies. 
Tamil Nadu has a well-developed infrastructure 
with an excellent road and rail network and seven 
airports. The outstanding infrastructure of Tamil 
Nadu was a crucial factor in helping it rank 3rd in 
the Export Preparedness Index in 2020. 

Tamil Nadu has a rare combination of a rich labour 
pool and low-cost manpower. It is South Asia’s 
youngest advanced manufacturing hub with a 
population whose average age is expected to be 
25 years in 2025. Tamil Nadu also has the second-
largest pool of tertiary-educated skilled workers in 
the world and commands the largest workforce in 
India. 
Its population comprises well-qualified, skilled, 
disciplined, productivity-oriented and English-
speaking individuals. Needless to say, the standard 
of education and educational institutions is highly 
rated in Tamil Nadu. 

Tamil Nadu organised its second Global Investor 
Meet (GIM) on January 23 and 24, 2019, which 

surpassed the targeted investment and attracted 
US$ 48.65 billion as funding for 12 sectors including 
automobile, textiles, renewable energy, etc. Around 
146 memorandums of understanding (MoUs) were 
signed with an expectation to generate 1 million job 
opportunities in the state. Consistent, stable and 
progressive policy measures along with a peaceful 
and secure working environment have been important 
factors behind the steady investments that the state 
has managed to attract over the years. The state’s 
‘Industrial Policy 2021’ aims to achieve an annual 
growth rate of 15 per cent in the manufacturing sector 
while attracting investments nearly worth US$ 138 
billion and creating employment opportunities for 2 
million people by 2025.

The availability of finance at cost-effective terms, 
investment subsidies and incentives for foreign direct 
investment (FDI) have also contributed towards 
making Tamil Nadu one of the most preferred 
investment destinations in South Asia. The state is 
home to a large number of NBFCs and has a good 
capital availability for MSMEs.
 
Tamil Nadu is well connected to the major cities of the 

world both by air and sea routes 
It is the only state in India with 4 international airports 
offering direct connectivity to over 20 countries. It has 
the second-longest coastline (1076 km) in India, with 
4 major ports connecting the State with trade centres 
across the world. The outstanding port infrastructure 
of Tamil Nadu gives it an extra edge over other Indian 
states. With a combined cargo handling capacity of 
over 110 million tons per annum, the ports in Tamil 
Nadu account for over 15 per cent of India’s major port 
capacity 

The state has excellent road connectivity with nearly 
200,000 km of the road network and 60,000km 
maintained by National and State highways 
departments. It has the largest telecom bandwidth 
and highest teledensity in India with 14.8Tbps, 
3 submarine cables and 8.4 per cent of the total 
subscriber base in India. Tamil Nadu also has the 
highest number of operational Special Economic 
Zones (41) in India.

Tamil Nadu is an energy surplus state with an installed 
capacity of 18,000 MW - of which over 11,000 MW is 
harnessed from renewable sources. The state has the 

third-largest installed power generation capacity in 
the country and ranks 9th globally in the share of 
wind power. Tamil Nadu accounts for 38 per cent of 
the total wind power installed in India. Additionally, 
the state has effectively harnessed nuclear energy 
to charge its economy. The Kalpakkam Nuclear 
Power Plant, Ennore Thermal Plant, Neyveli Lignite 
Power are its primary sources of electric power 
generation. Upon completion, the Koodankulam 
Nuclear Power Plant will be the largest atomic 
power plant in the country with a 2000MW 
installed capacity. The abundance of renewable 
energy sources in the state and their effective 
integration in manufacturing processes makes 
Tamil Nadu the greenest manufacturing ecosystem 
in India with a 45 per cent share of renewables in 
the total energy mix. 

 
A fertile region for sowing investments, Tamil Nadu 
commands an excellent infrastructure for trade and 
business, outstanding law and order maintenance, 
peaceful industrial relations and healthy socio-
economic reforms make it an attractive destination 
for businesses to take root, grow and multiply.
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India is on track to become the world’s 3rd largest 
automotive market by 2026. The Indian automobile 
industry to reach US$135 billion by 2020 and US$ 

300 billion by 2026. Tamil Nadu, with its phenomenal 
manufacturing capacity, ready capital availability, 
high-quality workforce, excellent infrastructure 
and sound government policy plays a vital role in 
sustaining the momentum of India’s ever-expanding 
automobile sector. Tamil Nadu is the largest auto hub 
in India and is known as the Auto Capital of India. 

Geared 
Towards 
Growth

AUTOMOBILE 

Tamil Nadu accounts for 35 per 
cent of India’s auto component 
production and 45 per cent of 
India’s total auto exports.

Tamil Nadu enjoys a locational advantage in 
comparison to other states of India as far as the 
automobile sector is concerned. The existence of 
three major ports in Tamil Nadu with dedicated berths 
for automobile exports provides an easy gateway 
for exports and imports. It is estimated that more 
than USD 6 billion worth of auto export is achieved 
by Tamil Nadu annually. Tamil Nadu is amongst the 
top 10 automobile manufacturing hubs in the world 
with an installed annual production capacity of over 
1.7 million cars. Tamil Nadu accounts for 35 per cent 
of auto component production in the country. It also 
accounted for 45 per cent of India’s total auto exports 
in 2017-18

Over 1300+ factories are present in Tamil Nadu that 
manufacture motor vehicles, trailers & Semi-trailers. 
Tamil Nadu also ranks 1st amongst Indian states in 
tyre manufacturing. The automobile manufacturing 
capacity of Tamil Nadu may be gauged by the fact 
that Chennai alone has an installed capacity to 
produce 1.71M units of vehicles annually. Major OEM 
companies like Hyundai Motor Co., BMW, Daimler, 
Renault-Nissan, Ford Motors, Ashok Leyland, TVS 
motors & Yamaha Motors have their presence in Tamil 
Nadu. 
 
Tamil Nadu has one of the highest student enrolments 
in the country with 59 universities and 2400+colleges. 
The presence of over 200 automobile engineering 
colleges and around 800 electronics engineering 
colleges in the state furnish a steady pool of high-
quality workforce for the automobile sector in the 
state. Tamil Nadu Skill Development Corporation and 

the Department of Employment and Training provide 
necessary skill training to improve the quality of the 
labour pool in the state. Furthermore, the state is 
home to a host of world-class R&D centres. Mahindra 
Research Valley in Tamil Nadu is one of the largest 
of its kind in Asia. Other such R&D centres dotting 
the state include the Daimler R&D Center for Vehicle 
Design, Ashok Leyland R&D & Technical Center, 
Renault & Nissan R&D Center, Hyundai Vehicle 
Development and Ford Technical Support Center, 
among others. 

The Government of Tamil Nadu has taken a slew of 
measures to support the growth of the automobile 
sector in the state. Tamil Nadu EV Policy was 
launched in 2019 with Special Manufacturing 
Incentives Package so as to promote the growth of 
the auto sector in the state. In order to prepare the 
automotive sector for the imminent electric revolution, 
the government has announced the setting up of a 
dedicated EV park and the formation of a Steering 
Committee for EV & Charging Infrastructure. 

Chennai Industrial Region 
Nicknamed “The Detroit of Asia” owing to its large 
auto industry base, Chennai is home to a large 
number of auto assembly and component making 
firms. Domestic firms like TVS, TI Cycles, Ashok 
Leyland and Standard Motors and MNC firms like 
Hyundai, Ford, Daimler-Benz and Renault-Nissan 
have established production plants in the region.
This in turn has attracted a number of component 
suppliers from foreign countries.

The manufacturing capacity of Chennai is 
phenomenal, to say the least. The city commands 
an installed capacity to produce 1.71M units of 
vehicles every year. This means that Chennai can 
churn out one car every 20 seconds (three cars 
per minute) and one commercial vehicle every 90 
seconds. The total installed capacity for cars is 
14,60,000, of which the production during 2017-18 
was around 10,90,000 units. For heavy vehicles, 
the installed capacity is 2,18,000 units of which the 
production for 2017-18 was 1,32,000. The installed 
capacity for two-wheelers is around 48,20,000, of 
which the production for the year 2017-18 was 3.18 
million, according to the state government data.

Of the total capacity, Hyundai Motor has an 
installed capacity of 7,00,000 units, followed by 
Renault Nissan with 4,80,000 units and Ford Motors 
with 2,00,000. BMW has an installed capacity of 
14,000 units, while Mitsubishi, which has of late 
joined the Renault Nissan Alliance, has an installed 
capacity of 12,000 units. There are around 1393 
factories producing motor vehicles, trailers and 
semi-trailers in Tamil Nadu. Tamil Nadu has over 
100 major auto component manufacturers with an 
investment of $553.85 million. The output is worth 
$1.2 billion with exports of $140 million directly 
employing about 45,000 people. Chennai’s auto 
components sector is likely to grow by 20 per cent 
annually, with exports likely to grow by 30 per cent 
over the next five years.
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A Tapestry of Tradition

TEXTILE & LEATHER

Textiles is an important sector in Tamil 
Nadu’s economy, both in terms of its 
contribution to the state’s GDP as well 

as the employment it generates. The textile & 
apparel sector in Tamil Nadu accounts for 4 
per cent of the national GDP. 19 per cent of the 
output of textiles in India is from Tamil Nadu. The 
textile sector in the state employs approximately 
31,00,000 people and accounts for 28 per cent 
of total employment in the sector at the national 
level. Tamil Nadu’s textile sector is the 3rd largest 
recipient of FDI in India. The state accounts for 
1/3rd of the textile business in India. A well-
developed ecosystem with a large number of 
power looms and handlooms clusters and an 
abundant supply of cotton yarn are the major 
factors behind the massive role played by the 
state in India’s textile sector. 

The textile sector of Tamil Nadu is predominantly 
spinning-oriented. The state’s textile industry 
makes a significant contribution to the national 
economy also. Out of 2049 large and medium 
textile mills in India, 893 are located in Tamil 
Nadu. Similarly, out of 996 small units in India, 
792 are located in the state. The 893 large and 
medium textile mills include 18 Cooperative 
Spinning Mills, 17 National Textile Corporation 
Mills and 23 Composite Mills. With a spinning 
capacity of 14.75 million spindles, the sector 
has a labour force of about 2,17,000 people. The 
private sector has a very important role to play in 
the textile industry, with regard to employment 
potential, overall economic and commercial 
activities. The textile industry in the state 
enables the central and state governments to 
earn revenue, besides foreign exchange through 
exports. 

Tamil Nadu has the largest number of handloom 
clusters in India. It also has the maximum number 
of functional textile parks in the country. 50 per 
cent of India’s textile mills and 22 per cent of 
India’s power looms are located in Tamil Nadu. 
Additionally, the state is home to nearly 50 per 
cent of all garment units in India. The state has 
around 2,83,000 people working in the handloom 
segment of its textiles industry, most of whom 
are members of about 1,354 handloom Weavers’ 
Cooperative Societies. Most of these societies 
are affiliated with the Apex Level (Tamilnadu) 
Handloom Weavers’ Cooperative Society Ltd., 
popularly known as CO-OPTEX. The average 
annual production of various handloom products 
through these handloom weavers is around US$ 

The textile & apparel sector in Tamil Nadu accounts 
for 4 per cent of national GDP.

66.66 million, out of which 35 per cent production 
is being procured by CO-OPTEX - the State Level 
Handloom Cooperative Marketing Organisation 
through various showrooms in the country. The 
remaining 65 per cent share of production is sold 
by weavers’ societies through other means. It is 
certain that the Handloom industry has created 
ample opportunities for the weavers in the rural 
areas, next only to Agriculture. Tamil Nadu has 
over 3,20,000 registered powerlooms within 
the state. There are 142 Powerloom Weavers 
Cooperative Societies covering 24,000 looms. 
The annual turnover of these societies is around 
US$ 2.66 million. These societies are capable 
of producing all types of Grey bleached dyed 
gadas, printed sarees, lunghies, bedsheets, 
furnishings, pillow covers, blended dhotis and 
sarees etc. About 3/4th of powerloom products 
are earmarked for direct and indirect exports. 
Tamil Nadu is one of the largest producers of 
technical textiles in India. An increased focus on 
technical textiles due to the growth of end-user 
industries such as automotives, healthcare, oil & 
gas has marked the direction of the state’s textile 
sector in recent years. Two dedicated industrial 
parks focussing on the production of technical 
textiles have been set up in collaboration with 
JICA in Kancheepuram and Karur. 
 
Tamil Nadu is the largest producer of cotton 
yarn in India, accounting for 41 per cent of 
India’s production. It is also the leading state in 
the country in the export of cotton yarn. During 
October 2019 - September 2020, the state was 
estimated to produce 600,000 bales of cotton. 
India has the unique distinction of being the only 
country in the world, producing all five kinds of 
silk – Mulberry, Eri, Muga, Tropical Tasar and 
Temperate Tasar, of which, Tamil Nadu mostly 
produces mulberry silk. Tamil Nadu occupies the 
fourth position in the country in Mulberry Silk 
production and second position in Bivoltine Silk 
production. The annual silk production in Tamil 
Nadu is around 2000 Metric Tons. 
 
Tamil Nadu is well known for its traditional silk 
sarees and dhoties woven on handlooms. The 
weaving sector of Tamil Nadu comprises mostly 
handlooms. Kancheepuram, Arni, Kumbakonam, 
Salem and Coimbatore are important weaving 
centres in the state. Numerous incentives offered 
by the state of Tamil Nadu for technological 
upgradation of machinery have stimulated the 
growth of the textile sector within. 
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Decoding 
Digital 
Dividends
With 11 per cent share of 
total IT investments in 
India, Tamil Nadu is the 
preferred IT destination 
in the country. 

IT & EDSM 

Tamil Nadu has emerged as one of the most 
important IT destinations in India. As of March 
2019, IT & ITeS exports from Tamil Nadu 

increased to US$ 19.9 billion in 2018-19 at a growth 
rate of 10 per cent y-o-y.

The outstanding digital infrastructure in the state 
has been a crucial factor in furthering the growth of 
its IT industry. Tamil Nadu has the largest telecom 
bandwidth and highest teledensity in India at 14.8 
TBPS, 3 submarine cables and 8.4 per cent of the 
total national subscriber base. The state is focused 
on further improving its digital infrastructure. 
The Integrated Digital Infrastructure (IDI) is a 
comprehensive state-of-the-art network across 
Tamil Nadu to be built by integrating BharatNet and 
TamilNet. The infrastructure is capable of reaching all 
households in urban and rural areas and delivering 
high speed, scalable bandwidth capable of delivering 
a spectrum of digital services.

The state government is taking active steps towards 
making Tamil Nadu the Communication Technology 
hub of South Asia and a Global Centre for information 
technology. The state is creating a business-
friendly environment for the IT sector by leveraging 
entrepreneurship and is promoting socially inclusive 
growth with the objective of achieving a 25 per cent 
share in the domestic ICT industry. Additionally, 
the state government has been actively rolling out 
policy initiatives in order to set up new IT industries 
in emerging technologies like Artificial Intelligence 
and blockchain, thereby increasing employment 
opportunities in the state.

It was deliberated that the IT sector would be 
instrumental in making the state’s economy reach 
US$ 1 trillion by 2030, in the backdrop of the 20th 
edition of Connect 2021 organised by the Electronic 
Corporations of Tamil Nadu (ELCOT). The ‘Data 
Centre Policy’ of the Information Technology 

Department was also launched during the meet.

Chennai, the state’s capital, is at the forefront of 
its IT revolution. The city is a hub of ICT and deep 
tech startup companies. It is also the largest hub 
for e-publishing, as there are 67 e-publishing units 
registered with the STPI. Many software and software 
services companies have development centres in 
Chennai, which contributed 14 per cent of India’s total 
software exports of US$ 1.9 billion during 2006–07, 
making it the second-largest software exporting 
Indian city, following Bangalore. Software exports 
from Tamil Nadu during 2017–2018 rose 8.6 per cent 
to touch US$ 14.8 billion, while employing around 
780,000 people, as of March 2019. IT & ITeS exports 
from Tamil Nadu increased to US$ 19.9 billion in 2018-
19 at a growth rate of 10 per cent y-o-y.

The Tidel Park in Chennai is one of the largest IT parks 
in Asia. Besides the existing Tidel Park, two more 

Tidel Parks are on the anvil in the IT corridor. One is 
under construction at the Siruseri IT Special Economic 
Zone (“SEZ”) and the other one is being planned in 
Taramani on the IT Corridor. A number of SEZs have 
emerged in and around Chennai. The Mahindra World 
City, New Chennai, is a Special Economic Zone (SEZ) 
with one of the largest high-tech business zones in 
the world. The presence of several top engineering 
colleges in Tamil Nadu is also among the major 
reasons for the growth of the software industry in 
the state. According to estimates, these engineering 
colleges and universities consistently generate about 
50 per cent of the human resource requirements for 
the IT and ITES industry. The city is the home to 7 out 
of the 15 top-rated IT companies in India. Chennai 
has been rated as the most attractive Indian city for 
offshoring services according to A.T Kearney’s Indian 
City Services Attractiveness Index 2005. Chennai 
also holds the second place in software space 
absorption. Major software and software services 
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companies in Chennai include Altran, Accenture, 
Cognizant, Oracle Corporation, Cisco Systems, HCL 
Technologies, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Amazon, 
IBM, and Infosys, among others. 

The Special Economic Zones established by the 
Electronics Corporation of Tamil Nadu (ELCOT) 
have contributed US$ 2.89 billion worth of exports in 
the IT sector and created 94,000 jobs.

EDSM 
Tamil Nadu is the 2nd largest manufacturer of 
Computers, Electronics and Optical Products. Tamil 
Nadu currently contributes 16 per cent of the total 
electronics production in India.

The entire value chain of all electronic verticals/ 
products covered under The National Policy on 
Electronics includes computers and peripherals, 
communication devices, electronic manufacturing 
services, strategic electronics and its components, 
industrial electronics, automotive electronics, 
telecom electronic equipment, information and 
broadcasting electronic equipment, medical 
electronics, electronic gaming, solar PVs and 
electronic toys. Tamil Nadu is a major manufacturer 
of a number of items mentioned in the National 
Policy on Electronics. 

Sriperumbudur in Tamil Nadu is one of the best 
electronics clusters in the country. The existence of 
port connectivity and a very strong supply of human 
resources provide it with an additional advantage 
compared to other clusters in India. Chennai is 
also an IT centre, with a strong base in software 
including SaaS. Its position as an automobile hub 
in the country makes it a demand centre for the 
production of automotive electronics as well as 
the consuming industry. Such a good combination 
places Tamil Nadu at a big advantage 

Tamil Nadu aims to emerge as the largest phone 
manufacturing and engineering cluster in the 
country. Production-linked incentives (PLI) from 
the Union government are expected to help the 
state become the largest phone maker in two 
years and the largest electronic manufacturing 
services hub in the next four years. Companies 
like Foxconn, Salcomp and Flex have been making 
parts for brands like Apple. These companies 
together employ 70,000 - 80,000 people in the 
Sriperumbudur region. The MOU signed under the 
PLI scheme is expected to create another 55,000 
jobs in the region. 

The progress made by Tamil Nadu’s EDSM is 
apparent: the state not only received the highest 
FSI in electronics components for the last three 
years but also registered a growth of 18.5 per cent 
in electronics export. Between the second quarter 
and third quarter of FY21, the state received new 
investments of US$ 8.3 billion. Of this, some key 
private investments included a US$ 631 million solar 
photovoltaic modules project by SunEdison Energy 
India; a US$ 341 million lithium-ion batteries project 
in Tiruvallur by Lucas-TVS and a US$ 314 million 
plant is being set up by Daimler India Commercial 
Vehicles at Oragadam.

The state government has been very vocal about its 
vision for Tamil Nadu as an EDSM hub. The stated 
vision of the Electronics Hardware Manufacturing 
Policy of Tamil Nadu, 2020 is “ To transform Tamil 
Nadu into an innovative and globally competitive 
Electronics System Design and Manufacturing 
(ESDM) destination”. According to the policy, the 
state intends to transform Tamil Nadu into an 
innovative and globally competitive Electronics 
System Design and Manufacturing (ESDM) 
destination by attracting global ESDM players to 
invest in Tamil and incentivizing home-grown start-
ups in the ESDM sector both in the component 
and Original Equipment/product manufacturing 
subsectors. A special component of the Policy is 
to develop the semiconductor fabrication (FAB) 
industry in the state. 

The major target of the Tamil Nadu Electronics & 
Hardware manufacturing policy is to increase Tamil 
Nadu’s electronics industry output to USD 100 
billion and form 25 per cent of India’s total electronic 
exports to the world by 2025 • To this end the Policy 
intends to undertake skill training for more than 
1,00,000 people (semi-skilled and skilled) by 2024. 

Salem Industrial Region
Located about 160 km from Coimbatore and 340 km 
from Chennai, Salem is the fifth largest city in Tamil 
Nadu and is connected with all the major cities of 
the state. Mining is the primary industry in Salem 
With a strong base of the steel industry, Salem has 
witnessed a steady growth in its automobile industry.

However, one of the greatest progress made by 
Salem is in the EDSM sector. Salem has emerged 
as a major manufacturing hub for electronics. An 
Exclusive Electronics and Electrical Industrial Estate 
has been developed in its Suramangalam area.
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Touring  
the Land  
of Temples

Ranging from the verdant 
hills of the Eastern Ghats to 
the shores of its beaches, 
from the exquisite beauty 
of Bharatanatyam to the 
stoic grandeur of its Chola 
architecture, Tamil Nadu has 
some of the finest works of 
Nature and that of man.

TOURISM

Tamil Nadu is the most visited state in the country by 
both Indian and international tourists. The state has 
the largest tourism industry in India with a percentage 
share of 21.31 per cent and 21.86 per cent of domestic 
and foreign tourist visits in the country. According 
to the 2020 Ministry of Tourism report, the number 
of domestic arrivals was at 494.8 million making the 
state the second most popular tourist destination 
in the country, and foreign arrivals numbered 6.86 
million, the highest in the country, making it the most 
popular state for tourism in the country.

Tamil Nadu has an overwhelming number of sights 
and sounds that can enchant anyone who happens 
to visit this state. Ranging from the verdant hills 
of the Eastern Ghats to the shores of its beaches, 
from the exquisite beauty of Bharatanatyam to the 
stoic grandeur of its Chola architecture, Tamil Nadu 
has some of the finest works of Nature and that of 

man. Tamil Nadu has one of the greatest temple 
architectures, the most visited medical destinations 
and the hottest biodiversity hotspots in the country. 
Religious tourism and medical tourism are some of 
the most important segments of Tamil Nadu’s Tourism 
sector. 

 With more than 40,000 Hindu, Buddhist, Jain, and 
Ayyavazhi temples, Tamil Nadu is aptly called “the 
land of temples”. One may get a unique insight 
into the state’s rich history and culture through the 
architectural delight offered by Tamil Nadu temples, 
many of which are at least 800 to 5000 years old. The 
marvellous architecture is one of the primary draws 
in the state. The temples of Tamil Nadu offer a slice of 
history where the temple architecture of a number of 
glorious empires of ancient India reached its zenith. 
Naturally, temple tourism has become an important 
segment of Tamil Nadu’s tourism industry.
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 The erstwhile kingdom of Mahabalipuram, 
ruled by the Pallava Dynasty from the 600 
to the 900s, witnessed the pioneering works 
in temple architecture in Southern India. 
The magnificent temples of Mahabalipuram 
stand as a testament to the glory of Pallava 
architecture to this day. 

Another rich layer was added to the glorious 
heritage of temple architecture by the 
Pandya rulers. An example of this can be 
seen in the Temple of Andal which is used 
as the official emblem of the Government of 
Tamil Nadu. The famous Meenakshi Temple 
in Madurai is also a major temple of Pandya 
Architecture. 

One of the most important contributions 
to Tamil Nadu’s temple architecture was 
made by the Cholas who created such 
magnificent structures as the Brihadisvara 
Temple at Thanjavur, the Brihadisvara 
Temple at Gangaikonda Cholapuram and 
the Airavatesvara Temple at Darasuram. 
Completed between the early 11th and 
the 12th century CE, these monuments, 
together known as The Great Living Chola 
Temples, have been designated as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
 
Kanchipuram and Velankanni are two sites 
in Tamil Nadu that have been selected for 
the Central Government’s PRASAD Scheme 
to promote religious tourism in India. The 
Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual 
Augmentation Drive (PRASAD) is the Union 
Tourism Ministry’s flagship programme 
for the holistic development of selected 
pilgrimage destinations across the country.

Commanding the heights of Eastern Ghats, 
Tamil Nadu is dotted with impeccable 
hill stations that make it a perfect escape 
during the peak summer season. With a 
number of verdant valleys, undulating hills, 
pristine lakes, and panoramic views, Tamil 
Nadu has a host of hill stations that serve 
as a perfect retreat to beat the summer 
heat and escape the bustle of its cities. The 
sylvan delight offered by this state is best 
enjoyed from the heights of its hill stations. 
Tamil Nadu boasts of several stunning 
hill stations like Ooty, Coonoor, Yercaud, 
Yelagiri, Kodaikanal, and Javadi Hills. 

Medical Tourism is a major segment of Tamil 

Nadu’s tourism industry. In a global medical 
travel market valued at US$ 44.8 billion with 
a CAGR of 21.1 per cent till 2025, India is 
the 2nd most visited Medical Value Tourism 
destination in Asia. According to a Ministry 
of Tourism Report, foreign tourist arrival on 
medical visas increased by a whopping 140 
per cent between 2013 and 2015. 

With the goal of providing the highest 
quality treatment at the lowest cost, India 
has transformed itself into a leader in 
organ transplantation, in-vitro fertilisation 
and complicated cardiac, cosmetic and 
orthopaedic surgeries. The state of Tamil 
Nadu is one of the chief contributors to 
India’s success as a medical tourism giant. 
Tamil Nadu has made its mark on the 
global medical tourism map, thanks to the 
combination of its world-class healthcare 
solutions and irresistible tourist attractions. 
The presence of several world-class 
hospitals, departmental experts to take 
care of effective treatment options and the 
availability of linguistic interpreters have 
propelled Tamil Nadu’s increasing popularity 
as a preferred medical tourism destination 
in the country. 

Tamil Nadu has several world-class 
institutions and hospitals in cities like 
Chennai, Madurai, Coimbatore and Vellore, 
among others. The state has established 
itself as a leader in India in the fields of 
Eye Care, Oncology, Orthopedics, Dialysis 
and Kidney transplants. Tamil Nadu’s 
Christian Medical College is well-known 
for having conducted India’s first heart 
valve replacement and India’s first kidney 
transplant in 1961 and 1971 respectively. 
India’s first stem cell translational research 
centre was set up in this hospital in 2005. 
Tamil Nadu also leads the field as far as eye 
care is concerned. 

Shankara Nethralya and Arvind Hospitals 
at Madurai are some of the best eye care 
hospitals in the country. Additionally, the 
state has a number of high-quality hospitals 
like the Apollo Hospitals in Chennai and 
Madurai, Ramachandra Hospitals, Lifeline 
Hospitals, St.Isabella’s Hospital, Madras 
Medical Mission, Miot Hospitals, and 
Shankara Netralya in Chennai, Arvind 
Hospitals at Madurai and Coimbatore, and 
PSG Hospital in Coimbatore.
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